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e.ONCEPTUALIZING AND
ASS8SSING:-&HILR*I'S STRATtGIB$

--IN SOCIAL'aNTERACTIONS AND TAMtS, '. t

, A% , .

..,_

A theoretical'iramework is presented'for,-conOpftalizing
Young chlVren's

social and task-related 'strategies in el'eryday
sitgatiOns. -Five central con-

-structs have been used from which behaVioraindicators
ari'derived:

oivement-,=the
absbrption .in-en-activity)

Pianning-how the child organizes and anticipates histher'aOtiohs and

those of others;

,

Monitoring-=checkings-,and
commenting on_ohe'S work and-that of'others;,-

,....

Accohmodatingthe 76hild.'s
adaptation to the,demands of the social and

/ , material-Situation)
,

Outcomethe complet.ion, success and evaluation of-an actjNify,

Findings'are presented from pilot studies'of an observation system-ACS AS)

foCused'on strategy4Se, and a'Struatured task julimal Stalls)-designed to

_elicit strategies.
1 " -

/In the structured task, the nature 6f,
children's-inVolvement and the kind and

frecidengy of the strategies they.use
are'systematically related to adequacy

of outcome: ,Themost competent-children;are
thepost involved. A greater

'Ancidence of Planning and Monitoring strategies is definitively associated with

more competent performance.: Children's
Planning' and Monitoring strategies were

_Predominantly positive. Accortodating-strategies
oceurred primari1in

classroom sociaf interactions and included negative as well a,s positive strat,

egies. -Teachers' ratings of.children's.competenCe
is strongly associated with"

greater competence in the structu
"task,.and.With mote

successful and more

frequent use tl-pos4ive stxategie

4 -

The assbciation of particular strategies with developmental level,.es well as

the differential use of strategies in different colets is discUssed. The

findings show,that the
conceptualization and -Measures developed provide a"

coherent approach for measuring aspects of young childrent,s competence.
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I. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND THEORETICAL"MODEL

Introduction

This is the final report of aprojact that was part of an effo t to

4
develop Measures of the effectiveness of Head Start programs. Th goal

has been to construjt measures that would be bolh more comprehen ve and

more appropriate than those that' have been used in' the past. Previous

large Scale efforts to assess the impact.of Head Start programs have,.re-

lied heavily, often exclusively, on IQ and achievement scores and they have

been severely,criticized for this since the goals of Head Start are far

broader than to develop the'specifib atilities measured by IQ and achieve-
..

ment tests. Inuthis project four domaind of functioning were identified

for which measures Were to be developed: health and physical status,

cognitive functioning, social-emotional development, and applied strategia.

These are bonceived as an interrelated hierarchY in which\the domain of

children's strategies is of a higher order,'integrating and organizing

the behaviors in the other domains._ It is the development'of measures of

children 's strategies that has teen the focus of our work.

Our work has proceeded along three broad lines:.

1. Theoretical Model. For conceptual clarification and to provide

a theoretical framework, we developed hypothetical constructs to repre-

\

sent 'a model of strategic.behavior. From these constructs, a series of

behavioral indicators was generated. The model has been informed by

releVant literature in child development and ,research in chi1dren's

strategies. The notion of social competence and'its central position in

'the ideologY"of liad Start was alto taken into account.
4

2. Observation System. We have developed the Children's Strategies

Assessment System (CSAS) for use in the natural preschool and primary

- 'school classroom and in preitructured tasks. ThrsYstem is an extension
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of Bronson's Executiiie Skill Proft1e.(19/5, 1978, 1980, 1982).

3... ConstructiOn Taskv.,,Me have,developed a special task - -Animal

Stalls - -for children aged three through six. Animal Stalls, provides 41e

0 -

opportunity to observe young children.'e straegies in a prestriactured
I

. .
situation.

The remainder of,this document- describes our work in the above

In this section, we discuss our concept of strategies, reviewthree tasks.

.
°a- ,

relevantAterature and preseMt oUr4heoretical model. 'This is:followed,

in Section II,by a description'of the Children's Strategies Assessment.

System (CSAS). We them,give 4,brief account of the evolution of the
4

Animal Stalls ta-sic in its first, second, and,currentjversions, (Section III).

The analysit pf data gathered from over 100 children is presented and

discussed in Section IV. finally, we consider tile future direction of

our work.
A

Sti4tegies and Competence-
f"

The concept of strategies highlights the child's ability to draw on

his or her knowledge and capabilities and to tse them in epecific situations.

Strategies are used by children in everyday, specific'situations to organize ".

knowledge and aCti n. A strategy is a means to some end, the manifestation,

. inaction, of an jnstrumental intent. It is therefore Purposeful and, td

be effective, fits the situation.. Our broad definit n of children's

strategies is as follows:

A child°sability toltor-genize his or her own cognitive,
social, emotional and physical capabilities in purpogefUl,
adaptive interaction with other people and material objects

in sr!ecific situations.

The concept of ktrategies has roots in the idea of social compeAnce.

Zigler (1970, 1973) was one of the first to point to the notion of social

competence as-pertinent to measuring the effects of Head stimt programs.

1
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-Hdroontrasted the "training of intellect with the "development,of the

chile and suggested that the latter wag,a more appropriate expression of

the goals of Head Start. Social competence, hbwever, while a central goal

of HeadiStart, has eluded easy definition (cf. Anderson & Messick, 1974;

Raizen & Bobrow, 1974).--=,'It'has been ass,esied in several different ways

.
. 'z

(see O'Malley, 1971); by observational methods 0t.g Ogilvie & Shapiro;

h

1973; White & Watts, 1975); by analysis of personality structure (e.,g.

Kohn & Rosman, 1972a, 1972b); and in terms of social interaction theory

d(e.g., Weinstein, 1969). The laSt approach,is closest to the'Concept of

at least in the social domain. Weinstein speaks of thg in -

dividual'as organizing "lines of action" in the pursuit of "interpersonal

tasks."

Zigler and Trickett (1978) reconceptualized social competence from

the point of view of its relevance to Head Start goals; they suggest that'

an index of social competence
AShould include measures of physical health

and well-being, a measure of formal cognitive ability, An achievement

measure, and measures of motivational and optional variables. Theyalso

3

'see that this "tentative cbmpetence index...is hopellssly infused with

values that art far from'universal" (p. 796). Like the cbncept of adapta-

.

tion,,sociai competence impli"es active,coping with and succeeding in,tlie

environment with a premiuM on socialization.

'Lee (1979) has put forth an alternative definition of social compe-

tence, suggestin4 that is "the translation of [the individlthl's] capabili -

ties into,functionaliir appropriate interpersonal strategie or use in,

-particular situational and/or sociocultural contexts.v.It is knowing how

to use one's existeht.knowledge. Sociallcompetence is, therefore, the

dbility to draw on one's capabilities/and social knowledge and combine

r
.0
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them for lines of action or strategies in functionally appropriate ways"

(p. 795). Lee proposes that social competence can be-measured by a person's

"rePertpire range and levels,of complex itrategies for dealing with a social
. -

_

environment." The idea of repertoire range and of looking not only at

strategies qua strategies but of assessing the level and compl,exity of

-
the strategy(iethe indkvidual enaOtS Places the construot in a devel.oir-

iental framework. (In an allied area Werner [1948] lies taken it as a

principle that the more mature individual can use a brOader range of cliff-
-

erent operations in more modalities arid with'greaterfleicibillt..) Lee

argwee that a repertoire approach makes it possible to take account of
,

cultural variations, and offers a way oftreating qualitatively different

,repertoires within the same framework. She sets strategies as an alterna--

tiye formulation of social competence.

,

Bronsons (19754 1981, 1982) concept of executive skills is also an

expression of the idea of competence, inferred from children's behavior

, in their clasrooms. Executive skills are considered to include both

-
socIal,andOionsocial behavior and, like strategies, are integrative; they

are manikestations of the child's competence in dealing with the realms of
4.

people and objects.

Strategies concern not just what a child knows in.an absolute sense

but how-he or'she applies that knowledge in action. .In many other measure-, .

ment efforts, the child'sjknowledge itself islbeing elicited or inferred.

Strategies are-poncerned with the application oficnowledge. '

The concept of strategies provides a useful.and interesting way.of

thinking abiout and measuring, imp2artant dimensions Of children',s behavior.

It should be emphasized, nevertheless-that,there is as yet no clearly

defined body of relevant research, nor a Worked out,conceptualizat&on of
a

,/

1
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. what strategie behavior means.; In orde to have a. justifiable way of
----

-

' .',',..7maar.ing strildren'a 'strategies, it' was important' to Clari ehe ooncePt I

I' 4

o'
e.41

. r

and def ine the""re levant conStruc t s. ." ...

... .
_,

r \

.

.

Rele4ant Psychological Coricetts

,

Competence is a concept of broad- scope, anchored -in behavior:

COnnolly and 13,zuner (1973) pn.it it.

When we tail about competence we aer talking t -

intelligence in the broadest sense, operative in elligence,

knowing how rather' than qmply knowing that. For Competence

implies action, changing the environment as well as adapting

.

' V

The idea that children apply identifiable sqategies in their every-

. . (

_day behavior is based on.the as'sumption that .the child-is an active,
.

. ,

purposeful prganistir, with` a %uman need to know." '1,pe environment of such
..

. .

-.an organ isq is not conceived. as .soiclething that "happens" -cp"it .(Piaget"
..

. , 1-§52). 'Father, the ,4 h i 1 d seeks out those ffiatures of the environment 'to
.. ,

.

which he:can meaningfully respond ..(cf. Gruhe VoneChe,- 1977y. The .

-. '

4'
concept that human growth and-development is in large part a flInction of

. *
4

. e 1 . ''' r,#'
. w

thee organisi0 s increagingly comp:1ex ,inft.eractioh with tqe wbrid is highlk
:

. ,

* . N.

congruent with*the notion .of applying Strategies. A Strategy, )4hen put
. %vir

into action) is' an intervening process betweeran intention OA 'the part
,

,4 A

'64

f the actor and a reaction on the part of the environment (an objeceor

4 a

person). AO Piagpt was not the only scientist to* emphasize thi,t. children

le4arn by Observing, the consequences of their own action's. The two fund-

amentaranVariant processes of or4anization and adaptation''in Piaget,

theory are alsb relevant: "Tt is by adapting to things that thought

1.

organizes itself and it is by.orgallizing itself that it structures things"

cPiaget, 1.95j, 'P. 8);.,:

,

7

, 4
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A sedon'd principle that has64dided odr work derives froM.Robert

White's (1959, 1960), cohceptdalization of,the _human be
Al- .

. , .

.o...' T

,motivated to make an impact on the environM t, to be competent in eetl th
*,

eas'intrInsically

'world.: This means acting effectively tomaster one's environment in ways,
r

tht :ire sanctioned by one's immediate and larger social group.. Harter's*

,(1978,-1§82) work elaborates on White's conceptioni of iqtrinsic motivation

\ by exploring the deveropmental.,course of,motives; ana- raising questions

.
as to how motivational hierarchies interact with age. She also extends-

Whitels--modedof-,-efactance-motivation to deal w'

as successful mastery attempts, pointing out that a model of competence
-.

must also elucidate the possible effeots of fess competent behaviors.

The importance of intrinsic motivation has also been emphasized bta number

, of other writers (see, tor example, DeOi, 1975; a. fiunt, 1971). Gdodwi

(1980):-reviews thisjliterature, noting its relevance to the concept of

4,competence.

A' third 'concept 'genne to children's strategies is that of an in-
.

04

dependent Sense of self. Spencer,(1981) has emphas4ed that interpersonal '
'

competence is related eto decentration (the capacity to decenter from the
.

. ,N,

self and be able_to take the position of another person). She takes note

-_,
,

., of Mead's early statements concerning the child's ability to see him or
,

..fieis:If as bOth sdbject and, object,-"rjt is generally accepted that a

differentiated sense of self is,a prerequisite for a diff4entiated per-
,

ception of objects and other people (of. Shapiro & Biber, 1972).
,

This leads`tc7 ajourth concept that has guided our work, that develop7

,
.

men in general is characterized by increasing d4ifferentiation--of
/ '

.
.

perception, thought, feeling and action (cf. Werner, 1948)%2 The child's

aiality.'to. differentiate the characteristics Of people, objects, and
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the relevant adaptations increaSes significantlY

d early school years.',There is also'a concomitant-

nuMber of possible behaviors in the child's

LanguZge development also plays an important role in the conceptuali-
-,

zationcof the development-of strategies. .By this we do not mean

in vocabulary or correctness of grammatical usage, but the use of language

increase

'as a tool for thought. As Vygotsky (1978) has said, ...speech not only

facilitates the Child's eifective manipulation of'dgjects but,also controls

at,

the child's own behavior" (p. 26). He speaks also of "the planning function

of speech," another sense iR which languAge development is pertinent to,

strategic behavior.

In the

undergo impor

ontext of the preschool and primary school, where children

t socialization processes, Clauson's (1968) Outline of

the socialization tasks that confront children is highly relevant. Among

these are the.need to develop a cognitive map of one's social wofld.in

order to learn to fit behavior to s uational demands; learning tb take

the perspective of another person ar4 thusbe able tb respond selectively

to the expectations of others; developing a sense of right and wrong and

goals and criteria'for.making choices; and achieving'a measure of sele
1.

regulation and criteriA for evaluating one's own performance in the

interests of becoming independent and self directed. These achievements

or competencies are'developmentally geared and are preceded by ,the more

rbasic_socialization7tasks of language develOpment, learning to walk, to

feed and dress oneself, an4 so qn. Clauson!s formulation clearly in-

Waves social and emotional as well as cognitive functions and leaves

room, as well,.for the transmission of cultural goals and values

,
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In sum, frfam-tyese concepts the child isspeen as: active, inter- g

acting with_an environMent of'material objects and people; a.person whos4

(
behavior is organized and adaptive; who is intrinOically motivated to have-

.

an effective impt on the world; who has an independent sense of sea and

an increasing Ability to differentiate objects and people.; and for whom '\

.the development of languagelpas control and planning, as well as-Eartmunida-
.

-

s'tive functions.

In our effort to specify the concept of strategies in a more fine-
_

grainea way; infornlation processing theory has provided a useful formulation.

The concept of human information processing, which now pervades thinking

about cognition, draws a parallel between human,cognition and computer

processing. The infOrmation processing approach has conceived of the .human

-

4mind as a "system," like a computer: Research has teen concerned with tracing

.the flow of iniprmation through this sytem, and cognition is desCribed in

terms like inpnt, processing, subroutine, feedback, and the like. Further,

in an information processing approach, cognition or knowing is considered

to,be largely."knowing howH: there is an emphasis on process rather than,'

information. HuMans are considered to control their behavior-including

the internal behavior of thinking, by strategies or programs that are

stored as long -term,memOry, and thatmare modifi (Simon, 1972). In

7"

this sense, therefore, cognitive development can be considered in large

.part to be a change in the strategies (or programs, or schemata) that the

child carries around.

The specification of information processing models has ranged from the

relatively general description of processing strategies, as in Miller,

Galanter and Pribram's (1960) well known TOTE-Model,:tO fine-grained

1 6 :

-
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rel:Tbsentationa, for examplp, processing programs that simulate a child's

behavior-in a tasksuch as a standard PiaOtian class inclusion task

'
1 .

(K1Rhr &SNallace, 1972). fr

Millet, Galaater and Pribram's Work has been especially influential

V in the fiela of cognitive psychology and ih our wolrk. In1their model of'

the mental processes involrd in organized, goal-directed.behavior, the

. \..

human processor is conceived aa constructing internal Plans for attion,

which guide action and against which'the results of the/action are compared,

l.,,
.

.

.

The model is iterative in that the consequences of an actiontmodify the

internal plan which then guidea the next step in the action,, and.st on.

There are three crucial aspects of this mddel that ;make it seminal

and that have appeared in most other information processing models devel-
..

oped since then. First, the model emphasizea the'gbtive role of the

processor. internal mental processes are conceived akactions: construct-

Ing a plan, testing out the plan, comparing the observed consequences ofk

the aCtion to the anticipated consequences. -Second, 'these internal plans

A

are seen as crucial for organized behavior. This emphasis on plailts and

the planfulriess of behavior puts the processor's intentions and knowledge

in a central role: Something similar to "plans" appears in most other

Models, although often labeled differently (e.g., schemata, representa-

tion). iche iterative nature of the Todelis its third crucial aspect.

As described above, the model "loops back" on itself, indicating:a cyclical

rather than a linear process.

In many respects information processing models provide a general

approach for stud ing children's strategies, and,a beginning specifica-

tion of some of the mental processes'likely to be involved in complex

behavior. However, simple information.prOcessing modelsare inadequate
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in ways that are relevant to our purposes. These inadeovacies have been

eloquently detailed by Neisser (1976). The models are,-itrgerieral, too

restricted in scope, and not.sufficientltconnected to the real world.

They are,primarily or exclusively concerned with internal mental processes.

They-Nisually lack'ecological validity, ignore culture, and, miss some of

the main features of cognitive operations as they occur in ordinary life.

S.

These omitted features are importane aspects of out effortgo to develop a

model of children's sti'ategies.

Neilser himself haserecommepded a'number of chafiges in an information

processing appkoach. ,First,-he calls for greeter efforts to "understand

.cognition as it occurs in the ordinary,environment and in the condext of

, naturalePurposeful ac4ivity" (p. 4). Second, he.is concerned with examining4
'

and analyzing "the,environment dle mind has been shaped to meet." We must

pay al.ention to the details of the real wOrld, and the structure of in-
-3

.

formation th e world makes available to the:perceivers and thinkers in it.
I

Third, he_points out that any,model or theory must be able tb account for

the actual sophistication and complexity of cognitiVe skills that peopaei

can acquire, and for the fact that these.skills undergo sYstematic de-

velopment. Finally, Neisser emphasizes that a satisfactory tliediy,imp.,, .

human cognition ",can hardly be established by experiments that provide

inexperienced subjgcts with brief opportunities to perform novel and
,3)1.

meaningle,Ss tasks" (p. 8). We hav6 tried to give full recognition to

Neisseris caveats.

Research on Children's Strategies

A brief review of research on strategy development highlights

iMportAnt issues in the study of straeegies, and also the importance of

studying strategic'behavior. Simon (1972) states: "A large part of all

I
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''

the changes that take place ih a,child's'intellective.prOess during
, .

0
Ills development appears to be describablle a

.

s-change in the strategies

q , 4

or programs he carries.reround with him" (pl 17). A ! * .

. ..,

.
In redentyears, the-concept bf strategies has received a good deal f-

Of attention in the research literature'tfingh different researchers use
/

.

,different labels. Fpr'exampIe, metacognitive Aills have a good deal in
-

common with what.we call stiategiee (see for example, Klavell, 1970, , /-
..

/

1979). Brown and DeLoache (1978) refei to metacognitive or self-regulatory
, i

-

skills as "processes by which freople organize their thSughts and actions

including activities such.as; planhing-eheaa, pre'dicting the outcome,of

some action (what will happ4 if?), monitoring ongoing activit (how am

I doing?), checking orT he results of actions (did that work, Odd it

achieve my goal?), correcting errors or Anadequacies" (p. 14). Such

1..

processes are clarly part(of the'domain of strategiea.
. 4

leillot (1968) studied visual scanning strategiesi.observing tale -,
' '

eye movements of children agred three through nine, who were asked whether

two visual-arrays were the same or different. Vurpillot's work shows a'

developmental sequence in which both the criteria for what phildrewsearch

for and the way they search undergo change and develSpment. Certain

Strategies, which can make a difference to efective Pbrformance, often

occur op.microscopic levels and change over time.

Mnemonic strategies haVe perhaps received the most attention in the

literAure. Flavell (1470) has shown' that the main differenCe between

youn); children and effective meMorizers is that the older and more effect-

ive memorizers tend to use a variety of strategies. Brown's work also

points to the intbrtance of knowing when t.ci, use which strategy. Hagen

and gingsley (1968) demonstraie that some strategies used byliol.Ager

19
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childrdh.are discardide5y older children as less effectiVe. Thus, de-
.

,

veloPmental 'change doad not simplytm6.hiadding on more strategies, but
:- 1..

s'elective uSe ofka,more vafied repetoire.
e

4,
r

'.
stomina's (1975) study of mnenonic strategies contra'sted. mgmorizing

,
.

in a standard.list-leamning situation with-benorizing in the.xontext of

'a meaningful actiVity. Her study provides information both about develop-
.,

. . -

mental cbanje and the interaction )of stfategy:use and context. Younger
\

children in the naturalistic.ietting appear to be spontlaeously discoverin
..

the use of rehearsal stiategies. Older children in both settings show an

Awareness of strategy use,4s a source of contr

-and also display more sopbisticated strategies.

Jummorizig,

4

Another set'of studies has examined children's construction strategies'

with various materials- -blocks, nesting cups, Wooden puzzles, felt boardac

mobiles, qc.--(Greenfield, Nelson & Saltzman, 1972; Goodson & Greenfi41d,

J. .

1975; Goodson, 1982; Forman, Laughlin & Sweeney, 19:71; Forman, 1982).

StrategieshaVe been defined, for exajiple, in terms of the different order

of placement children use in tonstruc o . This work, like some of the

research'on memory and visual scanning, emphasizes the kinds of knowledge

as well as the variety"of routines and sdbroutines that chilaren have to'

master in order to function effectively in apparently simple tasks.

Quite different from the studies mentioned above is a set f studies

of aspects of children's social cognition that examines, for example,

children's strategies for 'entering a peer group qe.g. Patallaz & Gottman,

1981; Forbes & Lubin, 1979, 1981). Structured observatiOns of children

entering or attempting to enter a.group have led to the identification of

a range of strategies, such as "giving information," "expressing.feelings,"

"expressing agreement.': Forbes and Lubin have studied the kinds of per-
.

/

-----

,11

2 u
- .
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suasive techniques that'children spontanpusly ute in a free play

situation. Children Ire also askea: "What would you do. Or "How

could you...." Ann aged,,five,

when she suggets various ways

desirable doll: "Yoil could ask

could sag,have it after...You

You could giye her anothet doll...You coUld say, 'If-lOu giye it to me,

shows her command of a set of stra'tegIes,
a

onec d get a laaymate to let her have a

' .

her for the doll..%You'could ask her to

/Please, ipromise to,give it back',..

I'.11 buy per some new clothes."

Bronson's ObservatiOnal system

skills has been especially valuable

social and:nonsocial" or "masterry"\

The system'is designed for ulin

1

behavior, masterrbehavior and _the

Skill Profile has been used with

for codifying children"s executive

to us. because it deals with children's

(in tasks) behavior (1978, 1981,1'1982).
.-

e classroom; anq focuses on social

hiid's use of time. The Executive

seieal hundred children, 'agedtwo to

seven, in a wide variety of school settings. As-ib evident in Section II,

Bronson's concepts and observational categories have served as the basis

for the Observation sygtem used in the present study of strategies.

.
This brief review,raises several conceptual and,methological,issUes.

In the research cited here,"sp7ific observable strategies were disting-
,

uished, largely tied to particular tasks or contexts of qnterest--visual

o

scanning, memory, construction, or certain aspect8 of peer relationships.

Researchert have asked what the strategies are that children of different

ages use in effective manipulation of a"particular task or situation.

For the most part, the tasks used predetermine the strategies that can be

observed. The definition of a partiCular strategy, how it develops, and

how it is usall will vary depending on'the task; and any given task or

eituation offers.particular opportunities for the child to man est certain

, kinds of strategies.

t4,
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Another issue ha's to do,with the role of ontogenetic change in the
.

. .\ .
.

.
. .

'deve'lopment of strategies.

1P

ast research Makes it clearrthat it is ,im-

portant to study strategies in a developmental framework. It is py
). \ .

observing children of variNous ages that Vurpillot (1968) was able to

understaId how strategies change with development. Ii. is clear that

develoP t interacts with strategy use (e.g. Hagen, 1972; ,astomina, 1975).
. 7

Further, somestrategies that are intentional for a young child will be-

:

come routine for an older child and.as children grow older, they discard

less effective strategies for more effective ones. It is important to

note, however, that developmental'seguences have been mappedonly as

general trends. We dqpnot have clear drelopmental markers that can be

used to assess children's. "status," or that apply across tasks:

Organization.of Strategic Behavior: Theoretical Model

in formulating the theoretical,Model of strategic behavior, we have

drawn on the relevant iiterature, both the general theoretical work and

the more specific studies of strategies. We have found the information-
,

processing approach t.10 be especially helpful in our effort to specify

more precisely what is'implied by the concept of strategic behavior in

activities with Objects and other people. The schematization presented

in Figure 1 is a formalized and highly abstract definition of the orgara-

zation of strategic behavior. The figure shows the strdcture and se-
-

guénce of the psychological events hypothesized, and the major on-

structs from which sPécific observable,behaviors have been derived.

Figure 1 does not tSke account of the individual's physical and de-

velopmental status, nor of the particular context in which behavior

ocdurs.

r 24

,
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Figure 1. The Organization of Strategic Behavior
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As can be seen, Planning, Monitoring and Accommodation are

processes with asbociated actions that form a recurslipsUbsystem of
P

action within thetschema. This subsystem alsalrincludes other procesges which

1.m.y be entirely pr partly internal. AnVolvement and Outcome are repre-
1

sented as outside the system of Action, the first being a state of being

and the second an event. Each donstruct is briefly defined and described'

bslow.

Involvement

Involvement is a function of the motivation and affect (the needs,

desire and impulses) that lead to action. It is a state'of being and is

therefore outside the-system-of Aion in pigure 1.

Strate/ies are part and,parcel of purposeful activity and the child

in such activity is, by definition, motivated and involved. Whether a

.t.ask is self-imposed Pr suggested by others (e.g. another child, the

teacher, the interviewer) the child's involvement is always in part gen-
.

erated from within.

Involvement is often contrasted with aimless or unfocused behavior

.
in observations of Young children in school or preschool settings. This

is not surprising since early education largely consists of the pursuit

of purposeful activity. The child's capacity to become involved in suäll

activity is encouraged from preschool on.

Planning

To plan means to look ahead, to work out what is needed and what to

do nexin connection'with some activity. It is assumed that planning,

however rapid, is a preregtiisite to,action, and that 'some planning )04-

.havior is overt. Planning is also a form of organization; it organizes

purpose and behavior. It may be directly,observable, as when,a child
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verbalizes a plan, or it may'be inierred from the organizatiaa.

actions (e.g., when.a child prepares a space for an activity).

The representation of the activity is hypothesized as a necessary

process that precedes purposeful action. It is internal and, therefore,

not observable, although it is-often possible to infer the way in in-

) dividual construes a taSk from the way he or she acts. How an activity

is represented influences how actiorris organized, and representation is

depicted as preceding planning.

monitoring

Monitoring is the selfiregulating of onet actions in an.activity

or task in terms of_a plan or goal,.thatfis, comparing and,evaluating the

outcomeltof action with the expectation or goal of the activity. Monitoring

is hypothesized as continuous and may bp voluntary or involuntary. This

process suggests awareness of the impact, of onle,actions'on other people

and on physical'objects - -a caPacity that is actively encouraged in pre-

school andprimary school.

Self-evaluation is the positive or negative assesdMent of the out-
,-

come ok one's own behavior. It is the evaluative aspect of monitoring

one's own actions and overlap's with,it.

Accolmn tiong,

, .

,This-is the construct that most directly bring6 the idea of adaptation
,

into the schema and c6ncerns behavior in response to the actions of others

or to one's own actions.- It does 4ot imply passivity, but raher the

ability tb-adapt to the demands of the 'physical and sociAl situation,

add io changes ir those _demands. It inCIudes the give and take necessary
s'

for competent activity in the real world of objects and people.

2 6
4-
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OutcOme

A.
Outcome, like Involvement, fs outside the system of action because

it is an event in the external world,,not a process. In the course:of

7,18-

.`

I (

any activity, there are innumerable small'outcomes: -Outcome in Figure 1

refers to the end p9int of a sequenCe 9f behavior, ice. the completion

and success of an activlty. One"aspect of Outcome is evaluatiOn of one'p

actions byothers. EValuation both by peers and.by teachers contributes

,

significantly to the young child's d finition-of succeori and mastery, or

failtre'and ineptitude. The'Outcome of action is linked to motivation'
e

and thence to Involvement as ihe feedback mechanism in the schema.

A hypothetical-modeli, such as .Ehe one Aescribed.abOve, has ar-
,

.

.

ductive gualiy'of apparemtmeridicality, as if'the wor± d. is really,
4.,

,
, . .

. 4 like that. We mu st remind ourselmeac therefore, that-the model is merely
. ,

,

a series of abstractions. At theisame time, we have found this model
,

A los
extremely useful fot generating arca integrating chi dren's concrete

, .

behavior in a coherent theoretical framewoii.. e behavioral indicators

S.

.,

derived from the hypothetical constructs in the model'arepresented in

the next section. they.are the observable strategies in the,Children's

Strategies Assessmedt System (CSAS).

'0

A.

,

2 7
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II. CHILDREN'S STRATEGIES ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (CSAS)

The Children's strategies Assessment System-(CSAS)j is a tool to asiess

4

young children's-competence in social interactiOns and in material tasks.

The focus is on the strategies children use in these twd domains, that is,

how they organize their behavior in purposeful activities with otheriand
. . e

.
.

with objects.

The CSAS is largely hised Ori Bronson'S Concept of "executive 'skill"

and.on hei classroom observtion measure, the Executive Skill Profile for

Preschool and Primary School Ckildren (1974, 1982). The CSAS extends the

Social and Mastery strategies,of Bronson's work, integrates these within

a unifying theoretical base and inCludee,strategies which have a negative

as e1l ositive aspect.

, The sysèm is for use With-chirardh. aged three tfirough Jix, both J:n

'the natural setting of the presphool and primary school-classroom,,as

,

.well'as ih a structured situation where a chira-is given a sPecially

designed :task (9or standrd measure) in an indijidual session, or where
4'. ,

,

two or three children'aTe asked,to collaborate in a task. Theprocedures. -

1

.

and categories of the CSAS are described,in aetailin Appendix At, In this'
\ .

.

,,
.

,

.

section, only the main elements -are pregented.
1

.
. *

Constructs anA Strategies.: Overview

In the CSAS, Children's strategdes ia purposeful social*interactions
, -...---

and in,goal oriented tasks with objects are grouped in terms of five pain

*
theoretical.constructs: INVOLVEMENT,,LANNING, MONITORING, ACCOMMODATION,

and OU COME. These were discussed in theoretical terms ih the previous
,

. ,

t_

- .

lippepdix A has been written to be reaa and usea indeperldentiy of this

report. As a result, thereLis some inevitSble overlap between this secti8n

And Appendlx A..J
!. 5

0 2



section. In theVESAS, they are concretized as'observable action. The

-ti"Central eleMenES of each construct represented ' the CSAS observation
( . -

,

categoriei is briefly described as follows:

Involvement:

planning:

Monitoring:

Accommodation:

The 'nature of the child's absorption in an
activity.

How the child manages, organizes,.and antici-
pates his/her actions .and those of others.

Checking anacommenting on one's own work and
that of others.

The chila's adapiation'to the deMends of the
social and material situation,in context.

Outcome: The completion, succesi, and evaluation of an
activity.

Children's strategies are recorded in different, categories

of these five constructs. SOcial strategies are

or "mastery" activitiesstrategies with objects,
. .

eheb, though an'overlap

On a puzzle).

ci

Social

under each

differentiated frOm

as Bronson has cLled

is obviously possible (e:g.,

Strategies:

Aastery Strategies:

two children working

.\

These ake the stietegies that occur when
the'child is interacting in purposeful
.activity with one or more other people.

These are the strategies a child uses when
engaged in a-purposeful task with objects.
The task may bp a solitary activity or one
undertaken:with one or more'others. It 2§
often a problem-solving activity. It

lways has a known or observable goal whose
achievement in terms of completion and success
are observable.

-
The Social and-Mastery strategies recorded in the CSAS are presented

in Figure 2, grouped according to the fiye constructs. The figure provides

.an overview of all strategies. As indicated on the figure, items with an

1' asterisk can haVe,both,positive.and negative asi3ects. oVillere \relevant, a,

record is els!) made of whether a strategy is accepted, rejected or ignored.

2z.)
146
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Figure 2. :Can/eructs and Strategies'in Social
_Interactions and Mhstery Tasks.

kr.

Construct

Strategies

Social Mastery

INVOLVEMENT Collaborative IntOaction'
Noncallaboratiire Interaction
Socializing =

PLANNjG

On Task
Explores
Distracted
Attends to Instructions

Involved Watching
Not Involved

. Other

*Physical Setup ' : *PhYsical Setup

Predicts Outcome Predicts Outcome

Suggests Activity/Demonstrates/ Verbalizes Rules or Task

Directs Requirements

Assigns Roles or Resources *Uses Systematic Approach

Invokes 'Rules

*Request to Join

MONITORING Monitors Others
*Describes or Comments on Others
*DescribeS or Comments on Self

- ,

ACCOMMODATING *S ares
*Trades or Trades Off
*Takes Turns
*Promises/Bribes
*Helps
*Joint Effort or Combines

Resources
Hostile Force
"Resists Rules or Teacher
Iles Social Help

Checks Instructions or Model
Describes or Comments on Work
Comments on Eas9 or Difficulty

of Task

*Revises,Action or Ta3s45,NeW
Approach

Fine Tunet.
Asks'Mastery Help

OUTCOME
Completiola

'Success

Dialuation Praised -

Criticized
Corredted
Ignored

Completes
Incomplete
Not Applicable

All Perfect
Nearly Perfect
About Half
Less than Half Right

*Strategies with'an.asterisk haVe both positiVaand negative aspectS.

A
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In a few instances, Social and Mastery strategies are identical,

e.g. Physical Setup, under PLANNING. In a few others, they are parallel,

e.g. Invokes Rules (Social PLANNING} and Verbalizes Rules or Task Re-

quirements (Mastery PLANNING). By and,large, however, Social*strategies

A

',arid Mastery strategies, while not mutually exclusive, are different, re-
,

flecting the different behayioral demands and conventions in these two

activity,dbmains in the eireryday life of preschool and school.

The CSAS provides both a time amd event sample of the behaviors re-

corded. Time is recorded in 15-sepond intervals. The technical details

of the recording and coding procedures, as well as detailed definitions

with examples can, as noted, be found in Appendix A. In the remaining

n

pages of this,section; we present only.brief descriptions of the strategies*

in the CSAS. We describe, first, the categories of INVOLVEMENT for Social

and Mastery activities. We then present all the Social interaction strat-
,

-gies (grouped according to whether they are PLANNING, MONITORING or ----
.

, .,

ACCOMMODATING strategie;). ,This f's followed by brief desCriptions of all

Mastery strategies, again presented according to whether they are

Mastery PLANNING, MONITORING or ACCOMMODATING strategies. Finally, OUT-

COME caegories are described.- The reader may'find it usefill to,refer to

Figure 2'to keep track.

Social ahd Mastery Involvement

Social and Ma OVOLVEMENT indicate the child's capacity to be

absorbed in' purPoseftil actiliity with others and.with"material objects. ,

The,categories show the type and ,level of these'activitiest as well aá. the

Smount of time'the child sliends in n9nputposefu1 activity.

3i
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There are three Social Involvement categories: Opllaborative

rnteraction, where the child ii clearly engaged in organized cooperative

play; Noncollaborative Interaction, when the child is interacting with

others in associative or arallel play; arid Socializing, When the child

is exchanging informatiOn.or commentS with another.child,or, adult.

The Mastey Ini:rolvement ca'iegories indicaie whether the child is On

Task, that is, focused on,a Mastery task with-a clearly discernible qbal;
A

Explores; i.e., involved with sbme aspect of the phNicai environment but

without a clearly, discernible"goal; Distracted from a Mastery\(OnSask)

focus; or Attends to Instructions being given for some adtivity.

Other InvolvemeA categories include Involved Watching, when 'the

child is watching a social or mastery actiVity in an intent, focused way

for,mOre than a few seconds; Not lnvolved,'when the child is wandering

aitlessly, or drifting, or simply pot apparently doing anything; and Other

-

when the'child is involved in activities such as standing on line or

riding a tricycle.

Social Strategies.

Social strtegips-consist of PLANNING, MONITORING and ACCOMMODATION

: -

strategies. First we, describe strategies categorized under PLANNING:

Two of these have.negative aspects (indicated by an asterisk).

Social. Planning Strategies. The first of these is *Physical Setup,

which ii a preparatorY" strategy, the.physicalorganization of materials

.

or a play spane before or during a social interaction. The negative of

.

tAis strategy id a lack or Inadequacy of preparation that is detrimental, r
. ,

-,,.
....

to,the interaction.',Prediicts Outcome is recorded when the nnild,malteda %

verbal prediction about the social activity. Suglesi.a/Demoltrat4g/Gives,

.

.
.

'
.

..

Directions is selfexplanatory, but the suggestions, demoestrations or
. . .;

ot,
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directions are themselves organized.lansi arq., Social strategies to organize

others. .They are not just.unrelated demands for other to obey, but in-
-,

dicate the presande-ct a plan. Aksigns Roles or kesource's islrecorded

when the child assigns roles, parts, teame,-or material resources-in role

play or other games. Invokes Rules means an appeal to rules to-facilitate

social Interaction, statimg the rules of a game, or invoking the rules of

the classroom or school in order to o ganize the activity. *Request to

Join is recorded when the child makes a bid to join one or more other

children in an actiVity. The negative of this strategy, is'a refusal-

to let others join in an activitY.

Social Monitoring Strategies. There are three Social Monitoring

strategies: Monitoring Others, when the child is watching or'checktng the

actions of,others in the interaction; *Describes or Comments on Others,

when the child takes verbal note (positivelY or negatively) of another per-

son's actions, feelings, or appearance; and *Describes or_Comments on Self,

when the child verbally noted his own actions, feelings, or appearance in

a positive or negative way in relation to a.social situation. Negati've

self-monitoring implies negative self-evaluation ("I'm so bad At this

game"), rather than a statement of negative feeling ("I am,sad").

-
Social Accommodating Strategies. The largest number of Social

strategies are ones involving accommodation and reflect the importance of

socialization in preschool and school, where children are being inducted

into the rules and customs of group life and learning'. Coping with con-

',

straintssandaimits, and learning to control impulses i2 a pervasive'task

for the young'Child. , .

- *Sharet, *Trades/Trades off, *Takes Turns, *Promises/Bribes, *Helps,

.
.

*Joint Effort/Combines Resourbee a e strategies that call up familiar
. .
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situations, each with.its positive and negative aspect. Thepositive

'
side of these strategies is when the child suggests sharing, taking

turns, etc., or when the child agrees to a request from someone else to
. .

do so. Negative use of these strategies is a refusal to take turns,

traae, dr help. In *Promises/Bribes, it-means a threat.("I won't be your

friend.if you don't..."). Hostile Force and Itesists Rules or Teacher are

always-negative strategies. Hostile Force is a resort to physical or

verbal abuse (hitting, 1.it.ing, insulting,' as a way of attaining social

goals or solving social,interiction problems. -Resists Rules or Teacher

is a lack Of accomodation to the physical and social constraints of the

setting. ,Asking Social Help is'an appeal to another child or the teacher

to solve a problem in a social situation.

Mastery Strategies

As can be seen from the list of constructs and strategies in Figure 2,

e'

there are fewer Mastery than Social stratdgies in the CSAS, primarily.be-

cause of the large number of-Social Accommodation strategies.
4 -440*

Mastery Planning Strategies. There are four Mastery Planning strat-

egies. The fir'st, *Physical Setup, is recorded whefi the child gives

evidence of foreseeing the reqdiurements d inf a task by Preparg space for "
c

4.

the activity, gathering together relevant materials before beginning the

task, or by organizing materials while doing the task (such as grouping

things or turning_ puzzle pieces over). The negative aspect.of-thts task

isthefailure-to gather,or organize materials in a4itask that requires

0

this strategy, or gathering inappropriate materia/s. Prddicts,Outcome

means that a Child makes a verbal prediction about,, or states a p;an for.a

Mastery activity. Verbalizes Rules or Task _Requirements refers to the

.
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child's v rbal indication of what,is required in a prospective or4on-

going task, The child may repeat inatructiond to her/himself, state a

hypOthesiJ about how to do the task, or verbalize general or sPecific

*
rules that apply to a task. The last Mastery Planning strategy is *Uses

I

Systematic Appioach% This is recorded when the child gives evidence of

the operation of a plan or hypothesis by proceeding in a systematic and

'ordered yay or with a clear notion about what to- do next and how to do it.
`

The negative side of this strategy'is when the child seems to have no clear

ideas about how to koceed and uses a trial and error ngthod in a hap-

, hazard way.

Mastery Monitoring Strategies. The three Mastery Monitoring strat-

egies are: Checks Instructions or Model, when the child chOcks (looks bac)

dearches, notices) his/her progrdss against expectations, plans,,or

against a model provided (such as in Animal stalls); Describes or Comments

on Work, when the child verbally noiices features of the task,or,remarks

on-the progress of the task; and Comment on the Ease dr Difficulty of

a Task, when a child'indicates his/her perception:Of how easy or difficult

;the task will be or was for him/her.

Mastery Accommodation Strategies. There are three mastery accommoda-

tion strategies: *Revises Action or Takes New Approach is recorded when

the child corrects errors or changes his/her approach when something has

not worked out. The negative of this strategy is entered when the child's

revision is less effective or a change is,made ttom a correct action or

approach to'an incorrect one. Fine Tunes refers io the dhild'S careful

adjuStment of some,part of a task (aligning blocks, erasing and rewriting

more neatly). Asks Mastery Help refers to the child's request for help

in a mastery task from a child or teacher.



Outcome

Outcome consists of three parts: Whether the activity was completed,
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whether its outcome was'successful, and (if applicable) how it was evalu-

' ated by others. These events are brief described below.

Success Categories. The categories are: All Perfect,4when

the completed ta-sk is without errors; Nearly Perfect, when the child,has

4
dime most of the task correctly and has clearly understood it; About Ralf

0

Right, Which is_any degree of correctness b'etween Nearly Perfect and Les.

Than Half Right; and Less Than Half Right; when more than half the parts

of the task are incorrect.

Completion Categories. "The task is judged as Complete when the

child clearly does all parts of a task (whether succCssfully or not); as

Incomplete when not all parts of the tasks are completed; as Not Applicable

when the observercannot,determine whether the chijd has completed the

task. For the Animal Stalls task, a Completion-Success lndex.is also

calculated (see Appendix A).

6 - ,

In the natural classroorll setting, if Observation is ended before a

child has4finished ,ktask, Completl is entered if the child has been

working steadily, and an Incomplete,wher6he child has very often been

sdistracted. OroZ''

Evaluation Categories. This is,entered whenever the child is

s-
.. .

Praised, Criticized, Corredted.or Ignored in a Social or Mastery activity,
* .

&id whetherrbY anotAer child'or a'teacher: .

.' .

*

ln the course of this:Droject, the CSAS has been developed in con -

junction with the development of.Animal Stalls, After inteny.ve.preliminary

classropmlobservitions. It had originally been our intehtnn to concentrate

-

36
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III. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ANIMAL STALLS CONSTRUCTION TASK

It was our goal to create a task that would be challenging and

enjoyable to children across a relatively broad age span, and that wgjgd

-

demand strategic behavior that could be observed. A construction task was

considered ideal to meet these requirements. The procedure, in outline,

is extremely simple." A m2del block construction is shown'to the child, an

assortment of construction materials is available, and tbe child is asked

to make another one just like the model.

The task is called Animal Stalls. The construction is made of table

blocks arranged to create two, three, or six "stalls" that contain one or

more miniature animals and bales of hay. The complexity of the model to

be reproduced can be adapted to:dafferent ages. The materials used--

t.
blocks and miniature animals--are familiar to preschool and primary school

children, but,the actual problem of constructing something to match a

3-dimensional model is not a task that they have had experience with. The

process o'f construction demands that the child's? approach to the problem

Is made manifest, that is, is externalized. The manipulative skills. are

.not beyond the competence of a 3=year-old, and are still appropriate to a

6-year-old (and older primary school children).

Block pla'y ia a staple of the preschool curriculum, and a number of

researchers have used construction tasks to study different aspects of

children's cognitive problem-solving abilities. But there are no clear

leads in the literature that could guide us to gear the complexity of the

model to the children's age. Someitrial and error, was, therefore, un-
a

avoidable.

We have tested several different formats, varying the nature of the

materials used, he complexity of the model, and the procedures of presen-
.

*Ate
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tation and 'instruction. Three versions Of Animal Stallshave been used in -,-.

this study; each is'briefly described:below:

Three Versions of Animal Stalls

Version 1: Colored Blocliolt_.

*I*

The 'firs4 version of Animal'Stalls was built with colored wooden'

blocks.
1 We selected these blocks because they made the mo del look

appealing and were not unlike the blocks generally used' in school. (Also

9

they are inexpensive and generallY available.)

lte major purposes of our w ork wit,h this 4irst version of the task were

to see (1) if the task was appropriate for children aged three thtough six

years;-(2) whether it evoked strate'gic behaviorpmd (3) if so, whether

the strategies could be systematically coded. At the same time that we

were selecting and trying out a task, we were testing out and refining our

system for observing and recording children's strategies; the ego objec-

-

tives were pursued in,tandem.

We started with a structure that had six stalls, but added a simpler,

3-sta1,1 model when it became obvious that.the 6-stall model wastoo.

difficult for the younger children. Prelin4nary iindings are described in

more detail in the'following section, but here let us note that the task

was appropriate, and did'evoke strategic behavior that could be coded. In

the course of testi,ng, however, it became increasingly clear that thee

colors of.the bfocks made the interpretation of the'children's behavior

more difficuft: In the
/

seCond version of the task, therefore, we decided
. ,

td elcminate color,

1Sandberg's Rainbow Colored Blocks, available qt Woolworth's ,sd many

toy stores<
A *

3 8'
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Version 2: Natural WOod with WISC Block Towers

The secorid'version of Animal Stalls was made of natural wood table
^

blocks. These blocks are smaller counterparts to those used in preschool

classrooms across the country and, lik6.them, are ecaled. The Animal

Stalks,unit block is Z" x 4"

6 We stared With a, 3-stall and 6-stall model, and later added one

with two stills. As can be seen in the sketches of the VerSion 2 models

(Figures 3, 4, and 5), blocks Of 'several different shapes are used pro-0

viding drstinctive clues for the replication of the model, The 2-stall

6

structure has two, and the 3- and 6-stall models have four columns, each

topped with a colored block from the WISC Block Design task. These were

included with.the expectation that they would yield information about the

childien's attention to small detail. Each stalk contained some objects

appropriate to the'concept of a farm building. Miniature farm animals

and bales of hay Were placed in the stalls; in one stall of the 6-stall

model, there was a small dumptruck.
2

This version of'Animal Stalls was more successful than the Ver,,,ion 1

Colored blocks. In replicating the model, children demonstrated a range

of different approathes and strategies. In the course of testing thfs

version, we wei'e able to revise and strengthen the observation system.

But we found that the WISC blocks servedfas a distractor. They were

visually so compelling that many-ChildreRSelected them first,and, since

they could not)* used untiPat least a portion of the structure was

built,tsuch early selection Was counterproductive. Many children .coat-

1
Aliailable from Childcraft and other educationalgsupply firms.

2
The farm animals and hay bales are from a set madeloy'Britains,

Ltd., and available at Childcraft and othee-toy and'educational' pply
firms. The.truck is Matchbox, available in toy and variety stor s.

39
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Figure 3. Version 2, Two-Stall, with WISC Blocks.
(One or two animals in each stall and
bales of hay.)
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Vignre 4. 'Version 2, Three-Stall wih WISC Ba..ocks
(Aniials aria bales'of hay distributed.)-
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Figure 5, Nerosion 2, Six-Stall with wIsc.BloCks.
(Animals and bales of hay distributed{
and dumptruck.)
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.

mented-On how much they liked "those blocks." They enjoyed examining
4

them4nd building with them. But'fei4 reproduced the arrangement of blocks

exactly, although some placed the WISC blocks systematically so that,

-for 's`r--Teamp:le4.-- -"ell--the-tops ;ar'e- -The -dee-ided that -the- WISC blecks were

4 Sr

more of a liability than an asset. They did not yield enough informa=

tion about attentioh to detail, and often seemed to interfere idth the'

progress of the task. These considerations led to the.development of

the present model of Animal Stalls, Version 3.

Version 3: Natural Wood with Arch. Superstructure

The third and final version of Animal Stalls also is Conitructed of

table blocks, bUt it overcomes the empiricaUY determined liabilities of

the two earlier versions. Theredare three models: a 2-stall like that

,
used inWersion 2, but without the WISC blocks (see Figure 6); a "37stall

(Figure 7); And a 6-stall model (Figure 8). As in Version 2, miniature

animals and hay bales are housed in each stall. In all, ther'c is

variation in the block forms used, and the increase in the nuxnber of

stalls is matctied,by increase in the complexity of the arch super-

structlire. Our goal vias to have an increasingly complex structure rather

than, as in the second. WISC towerjveksion, to introduce details that

were structurally tvivial.

The .=sample°

.5-,

The sample of children in all three versions consigtakof 125 3-, 4-,

and 6-year-old children. The oldest children were a few months be-

yond their sixth birthday..

Of the 125 children, 80 (64%) ettended Head Start, 30 12,4%) attended

,private 'preschools, and 15 (12%) were in kindergarten in an urban public

school. .The Head Start children were drawn from four urban Head'Start

centers and one rural center in upstate New York.

4.3
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Figure 7,, Version 3, Three-Stall with Arch Superstructure.
(Animals and hay-bales distabuted.), '
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Figure 8'. Version 3, Six-Stall with Arch S4erstructure.
(Animals and hay bales distributed.)
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The children are from three ethnic groups--black, hispanic,.and

white: 27 (22%) black, 40 (32%) hispanic, and 58 (46%) white: The

distribution of children by age, ethnic group, and version of the Animal

Stalls task is shown in Table-1. Both boys and girls were sampled-across

all age 4ioups, as can be-seen-in-Table 2.=

Table 2

Children Tested on Anima144talls, By Gendersand Age

, (three versions coMbined)

Age Boys Girls Total

3 13 15 28

4 25 25 50

5 20 21 41

6 3' 3- .
6

Total 61 64 125

Procedure for Recruiting Children

The project was described to the center or school director and
V.

educational coordinator. Project staff visited the center, met antrtalked

with the administrative staff.and relevant teachers, and also met with .

and described the project to the Parent Advisory Council. A brief'

written description of the project and the kinds of activities we

wished to undertake with the children, as well as permission forms, mere

distributed to the parents.
1 School information sheets and class lists

,

were also obtained. Only those children whose parents had given per-

_mission were asked to do the Animal Stalle.1

1These forms were prepared in Spanish and English (see Appendix B).

All materials for recruitment were prepared at a time when a nuMber of

tasks wereplanned and 'before we knew the project would be terminated.

4 7



-Table

Children Tested on Three Versions of Animal Stalls
By Type of School,Setting, Age, and Ethnicity

Head Start Centers
Version of Four Urban One Rural 'Private Preschool Kindergarten Total

Animal "lls B H W Total B, H W Totil B H W Total B H W" Total B H W Total

1. Colored Blocks
3- and 6-Stal1s

'...:2.

3.

Age
2 '12 0 14 - - . 0 0 4 4' - - 2 12 4 18

1

xl
o
1

3:0 - 3:11
4:0 - 4:11 5 6 0 11 -, - - 0 0 3 3 - 5 6 3 14

5:0 - 5:11 2 3 0 5 - - - a o o 0 2 3 0 5

6:0 - - 0 - - , 61.,...; 1 3 - - 1 1 1 3

Total 9 21 0' 30 - - - 1., 1. 6 10 - - 1CY 22 8 40

Natural Wood
Blocks with

.

WISCTowers
2-,-3,-, 6-Stalls

Age
5

,

0° 5 - - - 0 0 5

,

5

%

- - t 0 5 101:0 - 3:11
4:0 - 4:11- 6 2 1 9 0 1 14 15. 0 0 4 4 - - - - 3 19 28,

50 - 5:11 1 1 -2 0 0 5 5 0 0 1 1 0 5 4 9 1 .6 10 17

6:0 - - - - - - - - - - - 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

Total 12 3 1 16 - 1 19 20 - -- 10 la sO 6 4 lo : 12 10 34, 56

Natural Wood
Blocks with
Arch Structure

se2-, 3-, 6-Stalls

Age
01 0 0 1 _ _ _ _ _ - - - 1 0 0 130 - 3:11

4:0 - 4:11 0 4 1 6 - - - - 2 2 - ... . 0 4 3 7

5:0 - 5:11 3 4 1 8 - - 8 8 0 0 3 3 3 4 12 19

6:0 - 6:3 - - - - - - - _ 1 '' 0 1 2 1 0 1 J2

Total 4 8 2 14 - - 10 , 10 1 0 4 5 5 8 16 29

TOTAL 60 20 30 15, 125

e

4 8
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Center,and schoOl staff at all sites were extremely helpful to

project stAff in arranging meeting times, making space available,

generally facilitating the conduct of the project.

-5, 4.

Procedure,for Administering Animal Stalls

and

The procedure for administering Animal Stalls, as 3011 as the con-

ventions adopted for,coding strategic behavior and recording ple child's

cfpstructions, have been'refined during the course of task development:

A

In all instances, the Interviewer (I) had made an appointnent in

advance. She_first approached the teacher with a list Of children whose

parents had given permission for testing: The teacher chose childrere .

from that list, u-sually judging on the basis of the children's curxent

activity, until all the children had been seen. If a child did not want

(to come, another child was taken. Almost invariably, a child who at first

refused would isk to be taken at a later time. More often, children who

did not have permission clamored to come"(but these'children were never,.

-f

tested). Often children would say that their fraend who had already,done

the Animal Stalls had to14 them about it and that it2twks fun, or okay, ,

or interesting, or easy.

The physical layout differed from.place to place, deprding on the

kind of space that was available. In all settings, the actual adminis-

tration was conducted in...an area Separate from the child's classroom,

generally an unused classroom or office. In the testing room; extraneOus

objects were put away or removed 11to the extent feasible). 4The I had

already constructed the models th'd laid out e materials for the child

'to use; When possible, the mod,els and space for . the child's building
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'

were prepared bn the floor:. When that could,not be done, low, child-.

sized-tables were used. 'The rationale for the arrangement of the.models

3°

and materials was tip enable the child, especially the youiger Child, to see

4

the model easily and from more than one vantage point, and to have the
3

mater,lals easily accesqibje but distant enough from the model so that

A selection and placement were obServable by the.,I.

. All children were interviewed in their preferi-ed or dominant lan-

guage. FOr some-hispanic children, the language of admiAistration shifteda;

back and torth between Spanish and English, following the child's lead,

or the I repeated instructions or gudstions in the ot4r language to ensure

understanding.

The prodedure for the Animal Stalls task itself is to show the child

a model of the appropriate 2-, 3-, or 6-stall-version and ask her/him to

make one just like it. If the child completes it successfully, s/he is

then asked to make the next one in the series (unless, of'course, the

..6-stall version is presented fi;st). If the child is

4 ,

construction, the I offers encouragement, repeats the

unedole to begin

instructions and

admin,i'sters the less complex model if tfie child cannot respond.
4

Whenever possible, the child's ch2-onological.age wai used as

for determing which version to preSent

Three year old children were shown tkle 2-stall'mO1el;
to do the 3-stall Adel if their 2-stall construction
"nearly perfect."

Children aged four.and five were shown the 3-stall model
and asked to do the 6-stall if theik 3-stall construction
was "nearly,perfect."

Children aged six were asked-to do the 6-stall model. If they
were not able to proceed, they were asked to do the 3-gtall.':

. P

a guide

and asked
waS

r 1

-
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4

Blocks and-accessories the:ftild wiliineed, ai well as a nuMber of

additional blocks and animals, are-arranged neatly, blocks of similar

shape stacked together; much in eeway that blocks are arranged on shelves

in classroomd, If possible, the materials are ordered on a small set of

shelves placed at right angles close tb the model and the space the chi

will Use for building.
/-

The I says:

I'm (we're) interdeled in how children build things. I have

a building here that I.Made.and I'd like you to make one

just _like it.

,
.

What does it look like to you? (If nO response, ask: What

do'you think it,is suPposed td'be? If child doesn't.answer,

say: We'thought it was like a place for farm animals. We call.

it Animal Stalls. What do you think?)

See these blocks and things? We've brought plenty for you to

Or use. Take whatever you need, okay? Why don't you start now?

Ramember that it should be just like this one (just like mine)..1

When child appears to be finished, or stops,,I asks: Have you

finished? And at the end, I asks: Is yours just like mine?

I starts.timing when instructions are completed. I records strategic

behavior on the recording form at 15-second intervals. I also records the

child's actions and relevant verbalizations, and makes rough sketches of

starting approach, building sequefice, and major shifts in the child's.
4

construction. Time to completion is recorded. A sketch-of the Model is
:-

used to describe the sequence of child's construction.

itt Results of trials of the Anima/ Stalls task with 125 preschool and
.

primary school children are presented in the next section.

1] n those instances when the child did not seem to understand what

was being asked, or seemed unable or unwilling to try to buli1d, the I .

would offer encouragement, try tc check the child's comPrehension of the

instructions by. demonstration. For example, she would select four unit

blocks, take two and place one on top of the other and say, "See this,

can you Make.this?" Adicating the other two blocks). Or_she would build

a three-block arth and ask the child to maka one. When the child had

done this, and all children could make these simple constructions, theI

would turn back to the model and repeat the basic'instruction. (In a few

instances, the child was still unable to respond.)

5
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IV. PILOTING THE MEASURES: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

- Findings are discussed in general terms for Version 1, the colored

blocks, and in more deta.il for-Ver4on 2 and-3-of Animal Stalls. The aims.

of Version 1 were to establiSh the viability of the acidvity itself; to de-

velop administrative procedures including instructions, placement of the

materials:and so on; and to clarify, and refine the categories in the

observation system.

Version 1, the Colored Blocks

' This version was tried out with 40 children, aged three through six,
.

in urban Head.Start Centers and private schools. There were'24 girls and

16 boys, and most of the children were three and four years old: Black,

hispanic, and white children were sampled across the age span (see Table 1).

The bulk qf the sample was presented with the 6-stall model;'nine children,

4.

all three-year-olds, were asked to_reproduce the 3-stall model. Findings

are discussed in terms cif the children's success in the task, which was

also a meastre of task difficulty; and in terms of the kinds of strategies

4. 6

evoked.

Outcome: Completidn and Success

The child's,finished construction was evaluated for completeness and

e

correctness. Completeness,ias

Applicable in the casepAen

Model. Accuracy or correctness

coded as Complete, Nearlf-Complete, or Not

the child did not attempt to reproduce the

was coded in terms of correctly Placed

blocks and animals as All Perfect.

,or Less than Half Right:

Nearly Perfect,
,

Approximately Half Right

For the three-year-olds, the 6-stall model wasetoo difficult, though

0
-

one seriously attempted the.task. Almost all the four7year-olds attempted

the task and more than one-third built

5 3

a complete and successful, or a



A

i

recognizable version. ',The task was easy for the five- and six-year-olds.

'

,*A114completed the tasW and made All perfect or Nearly Perfect replica

Aen we introduced the 3-stall model to a small,grOup (9) of three -

year-olds, fouimade All Perfect, Nearly Perfect or partially completed

structtres and thp remaining five children built

Ioundthe task too difficult.

Gauging the level of difficulty of the task and trying tomatch it to

a:different structUre or

e child's age'was-not easy.__Sometiges-s-Child woUld buLld something en-

tirely different, which_we labeled "builds alternat, iyelstructure;" or a

child might say, "I don't like yours; I'll build"my own." At other times
,

.

,
,

..-. ..., , .

, it was not clear whether the child was following a dtsign of her or hlv

own, or was trying to reproduce the,model an5could not do so. But when-

ever the-child, was,activeay building, we werwable to observe strategic

e

behavior.

Strategi Behavior

of the protocols of 31 childrenfs efforts to construct

the Version I, 6-stall model shows that the task succeeded in evoking
A

-

strategies whether or not the model was h:eing acc4rately.replicated.

instance, a child might start"off, look,carefully at the model, select

several blocks and place'them on the table. /t ia'soon clear that"the

child has a 7oal and a plan forshe is building an.enclosure, a structure

Of her .cmn desigrr, w bears only slight resemb.lance to the model in'de- , =

tail, butsis meant;to enclose the farM animals. She places severalanimals

. -

inside the structure, and says that she is finished. This is an instance

mho:re we do not know whether the child thought she was trying to replicate

1
chad replicates' the model. Nevertheless, aside from judgments of outcome,

)-

1
Later. we asked all children whether his building was just-lik tW

model. Those who'built alternative stru tures sometimes claimed that their

.buildings were just like the model.
q 6
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thMsequence yields a good deal Of informatiori About strate4ips:
,

4.

Take. 3 shoWs the percentage Of.threer,,four-..4 and five-year-old

,
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;:"

children who demonstrated sprategic behaviors i: the course c$ working'on

."/N . . .
!I'

their.construction, and
#
the p(oportion of/Children who completed and .104

. . -
. .

SUcCeeded tn,the taSk. We'sqe,considerable contistency amp the five-yearr
4.

,j .

olds: all but one ofrifit-used al of the,strategies coded. The three-

I

_

and four year-olds Were a gOod deai mdre variable in.whether 9r not they

showed strata :behavior.

One strategy that is more heavily represented thav.,one might expecte

children, is Uses Systematic Approach. This'
p

e spec ia11y wrong the

is beca se children, especially e younger children, tended to select

blocks y-colOr. Often the child would telect several Of the red blocks;

4

these wer9; the unit blocks in this set and were,,,Csed in the mol;lel. to c'reate

outside walls and to divide'the stalls from each other. Choosing and pla8ing.

these blocks correctly lified as a systematic approach to construction.

But prope rkly placing al the red blocks agettiTrkecriired more analysis,

foresightand planning than these youn4 children could manage. Choosing the

c,

red blocks seeted moreoften to intekfere With the child's effort No,build

the structuie.. The confounding of the visual salience of-the col-Cfed blocks

with the.approach to construction led to the deciplon to develop a color

4
1'neutral versidn of the task.

-In

tas

f

tam, work with the first version of the Animal Stalls
S.

v

owed, that:

-. the- task

behavior

wet viable/It evoked p=posefül, goal
ter young .children:

The task elicited a rich array of strategies
successful completion wasbeyond the child.

It:enabled us to change, clarify, and refine

in the observation sysemt

it identifiea.problethsthat needed to
further development of the task. Iy.g.
weirhOt a .successfu1,baseline for the

r"7

e5

construction

directed

even when -

categor4as

iesolved in
the 3-stall model
younger children.
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Table` 3

Animal Stalls, Version 1, 6-Stall
(Colored Blocks)

t -

Percentage-of Chqfiren_by Use of.Strategies And Outcome
(g=31)- =

. ;

INVOLVEMENT PLANNING'-. MONITORING ACCOMMODATING - rgUTCOME

Attends' En- Ex-- ,Phys./Verb, System: Checks Desor./Comm. Corr. Takes Fine Com- All Perf.

Age Instr. gaged plores Setup Appr. % Model Own Adtion Emir NewAppr. Tunes pletes:NearPerf.
...

). ,.

3 12, 75 83 56 1 100 .75 83 25 58 *67" .58 .. 0 0

.
: ..

. 1

.D.

...;

14 43 64 .43 36 . 57 71 43 57 ' 64 21 21 21 1

. . .

. .

f 5 100 100 0 A160 100 .- 100 80 100 100 . 100 100 -,100
.,

-

ROTE: The names of som strategies were changed'during, the development of the S'ystem'

and will therefore not show consistency acrOSs .5ables in this section.

MIL

.56

4
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Versions 2 and 3, Natural Wood-BlOcks, --

WISC Block Towers, and Arch Superstructure

I.

-
We briefiy sulimarize the data I;ase for Versions 2 and 3 separately

and then combined. The findings from the two versions are then d9cussed

together

.

The WISC Block Towers, Version 2, was given to 56 children aged 3.1

to 6.0. The majority of these children (33) did the 3-stall model. Version

3, Arch Superstructure, was given to 29,children. The age range is 3.1 to

6.3.
1

Again, the majority of'the children (15) did the 3-stall model.
2

When the data from both versions are pooled, the N=85; 17 children were

given 2-stall, 48 children,3-stall, and 20 children 6-stall models. Four-

7 teen children were asked to replicate two models. In some instances a child

who was first given the 6- or 3-stall model and coqld not begin was then

able to proceed with the less complex' model (3- or 2-stall). In other cases,

children easily finishedone model and were given a more complex one. In

the analysis presented in this section, the eecond trials only are re-
4

ported for these children. As we learned.more about matching the difficulty

of the task to the child's age, the procedure was improved. Some children

tested early in the series who were started with the 6-stall model would
P

have been started on.the 3-stall model(if they had been seen later. Thi,s

means that not all children were given an equivalent opportunity to

1
Few three-year-olds could be included because it was late in the

schoolyear and most of the children in the three-year-old group had

turned four.

2
The specific distribUtion is:

Version 1 Version 2

2-stall 6 11

3-stall r 33 15

6-stall t.) 17 3

56 29
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successful'oh the task, which

parisons and analyses of the data.

es constraints on certain kinds of corn,-

In presenting the data frdi Animal stalls Versions 1 and 2, we firs*

examine the products children made, that is, the outcome of the task. We

.t14 present-the.strategies they used:describing general trends and

whether or-not particular strategies or patterns are associated with out-

come characteristics. Data from a small substudy are then presented in

which 10 children were observed with the CSN in their classroom and in

the Animal Stalls task.

Let us note first that the children's response to the tapk itself was

'generally positive; only a few children were unable to tackle it. Most

chi dren-seemed to enjoy the task even though it was,appArent from many of

the' initial responses that the request of "make onejdust like mine" was
lb.,.

not one that they were accustomed to.Some lookpd surprised. Some looked
..

at the model and said, "Oh, that looks hard" and then proceeded to build it

with ease. Several said they were finished when they had completed 'the

block structure, but had not put in the animals. Some talked a good deal

while they worked, either About what they were doing or "making converse-

,.-

tion" with the adult; others said not a word..

Outcome: Completion and Sucdess

The end product of the construction process was analyzed to yield a

Completion Success Index (CSI) which is arrived at by dividing the number

of items correctly placed by the total-number of itemS in the model. The

CSI is a measure of how successfully the children could deal with the task

and was also used, together with other considerations, to reflect back on

process. The count of the number of items cor ectly placed gives a very
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, I 1

good indication of the accuiacy with which the structure is constructed

when it" is close to perfect. But it.can be misleadingly inflated when

the'ernors are few btt crucial; and it does not discriminate Among con-

structions in which no item is placed correctly.- The protocols were

therefore sorted,into five groups, in which accuracy of the construction

weighed heavily but was not the sole criterion. For those children who made

tw6 constructions, only the seCond was considered. Thus, a child who could

not make a 6-stall but did make a 3-stall model was categorized on the basis

of the\"Aall. Similarly, a child who made a perfect 2-stall and then a

much less adequate 3-stall would also be categorized on the basis of the

37staite'construction.

Criteria for placement in the five categories are as follows':
1

Category 1 (N=13)

The construction is All Perfect.

The construction is Nearly Perfect, i.e.

-There are one or two unobtrusive substitutions which do
not affect the model structure, e.g. 1 unit for split
unit', 2 units for double unit.

-Placement may not be completely symmerical, e.g. of
cylinders or arches.

-One or two animals may be omilted or substituted; they
may not be correctly oriented; hay bales may be' omitted
or not correctly distributed. ."

(In Version 2, color matching of the WISC Blocks, which was
very rare, was noted, but not considered in categorization.)

4-

1TweigiglITe authors (EKS and DBW) define the categories and sorted the
protocols independently; disagreements were di ed and a consensus achieved,
in each. Category definitions we're revised during the rating process. The

."ten children in the substudy discussed later in this section are not included
in this analysis. Therefor N=75.

60
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Cate 2

.

The ture closely resembles the model. It may have errors

like those in Category L,*t'in addition

-There,are conspicuous or signifiCant omiskions or additions,

e.g. a gate or divides is omitted; erblock is added to

perimeter or divider; an arch is substituted for a unit

. block.

-There may be small scale.reversals, e.g. of.gates.

tc*;)

Category 3 (N=17)

The model has not been copied but as recognizable, though not

necessarily integrated. Salient features are present. The

number of stalls is correct (in a few instances, in the 6-stall,

when may salient features are present and the number of stalls

is incorrect, the structure is categorized here).

There are always significant omissions, additions, or sdhstitutions.

There may also,be,shifts in orientation or-large scale reversals,

e.g.'of the back and front of the structure.

Some effOrts to reproduce the 6-stall model which are essentially

unsucCessful but were elaborate' multi-stall constructions of many

blockYand accessories were categorized as 3.

Category 4 (N=28)

The model-is not recognizab Buildings may cOnsist 6f:

-A line of bloCks.

-A line of blocks,with a few animals lined up Aext to them.

-Simple enclosures or part enclosures, made of identical or

varied blocks, often with animals inside.

-Occasionally a salient feature of the.model is useA, e.g.

cylinders.

Category 5 (N=8)

A few blocks are selected and arranged in no coherent pattern.

Some blocks may be those from the model.

.There is no structure at all. The child was unable to undertake

the task, or added a few blocks to the model.

(Chilaren in this category typically give up the task.)
41°

6i
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Table 4

r."

Animal Stalls: Outcome Categories
And Child and Task Characteristics

CSI Categor Yl.

1 2 3 4

N Girls (N=36) 7 3 10 13 3

Boys (N=39) 6
.

6 7 15 5

Total (14=751) 13 9 17 28 gAge--...--
.Range

Median
r

sh*Correct (CSI)

Range
X

Task Complexity.
,

2-Stall

'

3-Stall
6-Stall

3.4-6.0
4.10

'79-100
95

2

5

6

3.9-5.9
4.11

59-98
77

3

5

1

3.11-5.11
5.3

0-90
41

2

8

7

3.0-6.3
4.9

NA
2

7

16

5

,3.11-5.1
4.6

NA
2

3

4:

1

1
The data do not include the 10 children in the substudy reported later
in this section. 4

2
The concept of correctness does not apply to the productions of children
in categories 4 and 5.

. 62



If We look at the distributign across these five,categories in Table 4,,

we can see that both the extreme categories contain a relatively small number

of children (17% and 11% of the sample, respectively). T4e bulk of the group

is in the middle categories, although the distributibn is skewed toward the

lower end. Constructions in Categories 1 and 2 canebe considered as adequate

reconstructions of the, model; 29% of the children fall into these two groups.

Those in Category 3 are m:Irginal and comprise 23% of the group; those in

Category 4, the largest, 37%.

Of the 13 children in Category 1, six are boys, seven are girls, and

the age range is from 3.4 to 6.0, with a median of 4.10. The group there-

.

fore tovers ihe age range,and boys and girls are equally represented. The

J

categorization was based on two constructions of the 2-sta-11, five of thee

3 -stall, and six of the 6-stall. The youngesi child made an almost perfect

3-stall, the oldest an almost perfect 6-stall.

The majority of the'bhildren built complete and accurate structures:

eight of the'13 were 100% perfect. The lowest CS1 score is 79%, and
,

tile mean 94.8%. Criteria for inc Sion in Category 1 are stringent because

,
an

.

k.1
we wanted to see if the most;accura e d complete constructions were

ach.ieved by means of different orsim' ar strategies than those used in

less adequatli: constructions:

:
Children in Category 2 made clearly recognizable structures. As can

be seen in Table 4, there are nine children II this category, three girls

and six boys, who range in age from 3.9 to 5.9 with a median Of 4.11, The

categorization was based on three construction (of,the 22stall, five of

the 3-stakl, and one of the 6-stall. Six of the constructions were complete,

an.

three were missing a basic and salient feature, such.as a stall divider,

%6
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Of the cylinders,and WISC blocks. Their CSI scores range fiom 59%

1
(Allan [5.01] who left out the cylinders and WISC blocks on an otherwise

perfect 3-stall), to 98%, with a mean of 17.3%.

The third category encompasses a wider Age,of different kinda of

errors, omissions avl distortions, although one can siill tell what the

original model was. There are 17 children in this category, seven

boys and ten girls, -from 5.11 to 5.11. The median age is 5.3. The

categorizatidn includes two children's efforts,to construct the 2-stall,

eight the 3-stall, and seven the 6-stall. The range of the CSI score

is from zero (5 cases),,to 95%. Five children in this category have

relatively nigh percentage of correctly placed blocks (69%-95%). They

were categorized here because of thesignificant nature of'the sUbstitu-

tions and omissionS in their constructions 'or, in one case, because the

child incorporated a wall of the model in her construction.

a

The structures Categorized a's 1 and 2 can easily be visualized by re-

ferring to Figures 3-8. Those in Category 3 are only partly represented_

by,these figures. For example, Delia (5,3) built what was essentially a
,

1-stall version of the 2-stall, but with two sets of animals properly

aligned. The 3-staal Structure that Riana (5.5) built contained a number ?

substitutions which changed its look considerably, but it was clearly a 3-

stall structure. Others In this category made structures whose basic form

differed froM the model in important wayS. Nick (4.5) made an Open front

3-stall that looked as if he had not finished,although he said thatAhe had.

Naomi's (5.0) rendition of the 37stall at first glance seemed completely

unrelated to the model.. But she hed reconstructed three stalls, though.

.1
A11 name6 used in this report are'fiCtional and are not the names of

any child seen.,
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each had its.own independent walls. Two of the stall& were off at one

side at all angle to the table edge and the other waS'directly adjacent to

the.left aide of the model,' a mirror image of.the left hand stall of the

mgyedel, producing a rbversal. Naomi's construction points up a problem that

a number of children had, of integrating the parts of the structure into a

whole. TO reproduce the model, the child must be able to analyze its com-

*foments and also put them together into a coherent whols structure.

The fourth group of 28 children contains the broadest variation in

type of structures, but none resembled the model. There are 15 boys and

0
13 girls in thiliggroup. The aqe range spans that of the sample, from

3:0 to 6:3, with a median of 4:9. .The catego.rizatiom was based on seven

efforts to reproduce the 2-stall, 15 the 3-stall, and five the 6-stall

model.
6

Of the
.

28, 22 children (79%) placed none of the materials c rrectly;

the other six children had a mean,CSI of 42%. The construCtions thde by

.

children in this group could not be complete since the basic áriterion for

. inclusion in
'Jthis

group was that the model was unrecognizable.
r

SeVeral children used tRe model itself as a base for construction..

Although the.I repeated.thaV'he should make his own building, Zeke (6:3),

'-
for example, built onto the model-and round it, creating a ielatively

elaborate structure, and-adding pens for anithals in the rear. Others made
0

what we have referred-to as alternative structures,, sometimes a line of

,

blocks with animals arranged alongside. A-common variant was a simple

enclosure into which 'animals were placed. Some,of these enclosures were

6 c

ao'
extremely simpie:. OthOrs were quite elaborate wit5°1110cks used as dividers:

° .

These structures all.seemed to be efforts to create stalls or pens f6r

:a

6 5.,



0
animals, in the spirit of the models. Some children used the same

. -
animals as those in the model, others used these and additional animals,

'and still o ers selected,animals without apparent reference to-ttle models.

In Category 5, there are eight children who essentiallS) coilld not rpe

with the demandsof the task. Four of them took a few blocks arid arranged

them in a fragmented way, perhaps placing an'animal next to one of them.

Oile4child thade a line ol four unit blocks and also placed four cylinders,

wrth WISC blocks on top of them, on a front gate of the' model. Another

added a few blocks to the model, making no construction of her own,. Two

of the children represent the extreme:. they said nothing and did not

respond to encouragement or demonstration. Peter (4.6), pr example,

simply stared at the model, did not toq0 any of the material, and said

nothing. Obviously social strategies play a role here. Other children no.

more Able to reproduce the model, mobilized some response--small taik with

the I, or using the materials for exploration and play.

Caveats

The category divisions are statements about the adequacy of perforin-

ance in this situation ana should not be taken as statements about any

child's level of competence. The situation is being tested, not the

children: Some children, especially those tested earlier in the series,

were asked to make constructions that were beyond their level of capability.

They therefore had no chance to respond to the proper opportunity. Two

four-year-old children in Category 5, for example, who were shown the 6-

stall model first, would have been asked to build the 3-starl model if

they had been seen later. Sequence of presentation also affects performance.

A child who successfully completes the 2-stall structure might move on to

,the 3-stall model with confidence. If she 1-1-100. n shown'the 3-stall model

44.1"41\
first, it might have seemed too'formidable.

66

6.0
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Teacher Ratings

..,

2 .4

Classroom teachers were asked to rate the sample children on a 3-point
;

scale on a series of questions culminating in an overall assessment of the

child's general competence in social situations and on taski, especially

school-related tasks (see Appendix C for the

goal was to alert

dimensions in'wh

Teacher Rating Form).')The

teacher, in making her ratings,4to the kinds of

were interested, that is, the aspects of competence

that we considered most relevant to the .measures used till the study.

Teacher ratings are available for 53 (71%)'of these 75 children. ,

(Certain teachers were unable to do the ratings, therefore the missing

data represent all children from a particular class, nat:individual

children in any class.)

The teacher ratings serve as an important external* criterion af

children's effective functioning in the schooli,situation, buWanriot be,

taken as a measure of validity of the Animal stafis procedure, or pi our
.

categoriea. ,First*, each teacher tends,to rate the children-qn her class-

room in terms of the group, rather than in absolUte terms, so,that pooling

the ratings introduces an unknown amount of error. In addition, the '

teachers were not given explicit directions.about how;to make the high,
. 40'

medium and low judgments of comAtence in tasks and social situitions. It

is clear'in Table 5 that the teachers were loathe to rate children as low,

and the distribution is skewed toward the upper ratings. Only six children

(11%) were given low ratings, while 24,(45%) Were rated high. With these

caveats in mind, there is, nevertheless, an associatioh between the ratings

given_by the teachers and the categoriiation in terms of the outcome

categories. None of the children n Categories l'or i was given a low

rating, and none in Category 5 was rated as high. On the other, hand,

there are 12 children in Categories 3 and 4 'who were given "alligh rating

by their teachers. There is error built into.each of these ratings, but

()

'
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Table 5

^Animal,Stalls: Outcome Categoiies and Ratings
Of the Children's Social/Mastery Competence by Their Teachers

(N=53)

Teacher Outcome Category
Ratings 1 2 --=----3L---A--- 5

.

It
High =

0

Medium

, 3 7 5

0 ,

4 11

- 0

3 0

Low -' ,0 0 2 . 2, . 2
:

- J

1
' Total 14 10 7, 13 18

r
5

'

8

Total
f

24 45
t

' 23 43

6 11

' 53

.,

--)

<3

.0.11
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the degree of agreement at the extremes suggests that there is a c?"rrespond-

ence between children's competence in the Animal Stalls task and in their

teacher'S assessment of their competence in school-ralated tasks. ,

Strate4ies Used and Their Relation to Outcome
a

In reporting the findings of our use of the CSAS't. oobservq,c4,ildren in

the Animal.Stalls tasg, we present and discuss data "On the:time 041dren
.

,-

too*in the task,,the nature and extent of.their Involvement in it, and the

4 .
, kinds and frequency oE Planning, Monitoring, and AecommodatincT stregies

.

. .)

' they used.,a We then report Off the mall subgtudy in which ten children were

observed in their classroom as well as in the Animal Stalls. Fiftallyrwe

discuss the implications of this work and suggest some future direct4ls it
,;

might take.

Time

The time children spent doing the Animal Stalks task creates -a.frame

within which strategic begavior is visible. ,There was a good*deal of

variation in the amount'of,time taken, and variaticin within each outcome

40

4
category group was considerable (see Table 6). In Caltgory'l, all lildren,

/

A . were successful 'in replicat'ing a Model, but the time it took them varied

. L.,..%,

to,

4

considerably. '

Perhaps most notable ds the relatively short time spent'by children in

Category 5 who, becaase they were lea t able to cope with the task, did very '

, little; and several gave up. But the amount of time taken by this 'samElige of

,

....:,children in general\is not associated with t eir success in the task.

It might be expecteifthat the time taken to reproduce the model would
.

.
. ,

vary with,the complexity of the structure, end inspection of Table 7 sug-
.,.

gestSthat this is generally soroNFor the group ole, it took a fittle

more than twice as lon4 to make a 6-stall than a.3-s all constkuction. The.'

'

a.
, 'N./

(
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Tabl'e 6

; 4

c.

....

.1,

.

Asanal Stalls: OvervieW

,

oi.Strategic Behavior VariablpS

Outcome Categories.

,

Strategic.Behavior -1- 3 4 To
it
al

2

:

le
N 13 9 17 '28 6 73

Time (in minutes)

s

4

.

10.1

2.1

7-20

95

8.0'

80700

04-
, _

0L,-15

Olc

0-10

25.8
9.1

16-41,

15.2

7.4

7-33

6.2
3.5

0-14

;'

,

(

.

8:5

2.7

5-11

,c

93 '

8.3

80-100

4
,,

07

-

0-20

6305

-

,0-05

18:7',

'8.2

, 8-424

11..3,

,4.0
5;14

3.4

2.2 ....*

0-7

11.7

4.9

5-25

.85

18.6

50-100
'

.

'12
14.4

0-50

.03

-

"' 0-20

18

6.7

9-28
,

I

9.2.

3.6

2-26

7.6

6.9

0-33

c.

,

.

8.8

4.9
2-20

68

27.9

0-100

33

27.2

0-100

94

-

0-25
_

..

9.8
4.4

4-22

6

1.4

1-12

2.3
2.3

0-10

.

r

6.4

2.6
5-10

29

25.1

0-80
I

43

-

0-80

28

23.1
0-75

2.3

1.7

0-4

4.7

.3.8

1-7

2.3
-

0-8

. 9.6
4.0

, 2725

76

20.8
0-106

21
20.4

0-100

OS ,

8.3

0-75

4
15'
6.2

0-41

9

4.7

1-33

4.4
. 4.0

Q-33

.

.v
Total i ;--

SD ...t.,

Range

-
Involvement (%)

-
On Task X .

, SD

kange
ann.

0 Expaores
SD3

Range.

s

DistracteA
tD3

kange

Planning (freq.)

Total Positive , X

SD
Range

Monitoring (freq,.)

Total.Positive -').7

SD

. Range

_

Accommodatj.ng (freq:),

Total Po'sitive i
SD

Range
-

,

1,Two children in Categbry 5 who did not undertake the task are not included.

2.Chi1dren in the substudy'(N=10) are not included in this analysis.

3Standard deviations are not,presented when there iS zero'incidence of the

variable for'a Majority of.the'children.

70
,A
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Table-7

Animal Stalls: Time Taken and Specific
Strategies Used According to Model Complexity

0Acome_Categories

a

'11

(

Strategic Sehaviof Variables 1 2 3 4 Total
2

13 9 17 . 28 6

. 3
Time (in minutes)

10

10

11

8-15

11

7-20

23.3
10.5.

14-36

15

15

18.4

14-21,

30.2

22-36

11.8
5.14
7-26

9

8-10

;e118

7-15

12.8
6-126

2.4
1.7

0-2

3.8

2.2
0-7

6

3-10

9.6

8-10
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7
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Range
.

,fr it
, 3-Stall
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Range

7
.,

67Stall Range
. . .
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t

Checks MgOel (freq.)

6

Total
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SD
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Accommodatirig4
. .

--'

Revise Action (freg.) X
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SD5
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1
Two Childken in Cate ry 5 whO did not undektake the task are not included.

2Children in the substudy (N010) are not included in this analysis.

3When the data are presented Separately for the 2-, 3- and 6-Stalirnodels,

it should be remembered that the Ns vary from cell to cell. For groups'

2 and 5 on.the6-Stall,N..1:,eherefore there is no range.
4
Adcommodating strateArare not presented separatelylor the 2-, 3- and

6-Stall models'because the Ns are too small.. .

5Standard deViations are"not -presented when there,is zero incidence of te
"VAriablessfor a majority of the childreA.
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=

least difference in the average Amount of time for children Is found in

lOW

Group 1, though we see a'sizeable rangik\ytime spent making the 3- and

6-stall modela.

Involvement

Involvement is taken as an'indicatot of motivation, and the primary

question is whether or not the child becomes involved in the task as,

presented. The group as a whole was rated as On Task 76% of the time, as
1

Exploring the materials 20%, and as Distracted fOr only 5% of the time (see,.

Table 6). There is a cleat relation between the kind of involvement in the

task and the outcome categorization. The amount .of time spent On Task

decreases dramatically from ,the more consistently competent performance of

chinren in Categories 1 and 2 (with means of 95% and 93%, respectively ) to

the less competent performance of those in Categories 4 and 5 (68% and 29%,

respectivel ). There is a corresponding increase in the.amount o f time

spent in Explo ation. Only, the children.in 'the loWest category werellil

istracted for a significant amount of tiMb (28%), although a few individual

children in other categories were coded as Distracted, as can be seen from

the range.

Inspection of Ke7data shows considerableonsistency for individuals

and across the different models.The-children who Made two constructions

generally,showed very little difference in involvement in their two

performances. When they were considered primarily On Task for the first

construction, they would be so coded for the second. A child might, for

instancey have spent a minu'te playing with the animals before embarding on

the second construction but, by and large, they tackled each one with the

same spirit of engagement. The only exception to this was a five-year-old

who, when presented with the 6-stall, just tinkered with the animals but,

;,
fi
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when shifted to the 3-stall, built a partial strupture,and was codtd'as 80%

' On Task.and 20% of the time as Exploring. Since involvement doe's not 4:Tear

to vary with the complexity of the structure, we do not Iresent the data

_
separately-forthe_2- 3-, and 6-stall models. )

In general, being; On Taak is a necessary but not sufficient condition

for effective performance. A high percentage of time spent On Task

characterizes the children who were successful in feplicating the Model;

.01
they were consistentfy goal-directed. Others, nevertheless, were purpose-

fully absorbed\i building a structure, even if'it did not turn out to

resemble the modei-. A significant amount of time spent in Exploration

occurs only among the children in Categories 4 and 5, and the latter is the

only group that shows. more than a miniscule proportion of time spent as

Distracted. In the 6ontext.of a structured task situation, exploring is a

way of not responding to task demands; distraction is a behavioral expres-

sibn of the inability to cope with the task:

The final question subsuMed by the construct of Involvement is whether

or not the child Attends'to Instructions. This turns out not to be relevant

in the structured situation because, by its nature, the sittation demands

that the child pay attention when the I explains what is being asked. It is

more relevant when there is a series of activities, each requiring different

instructions or, of coUrse, in the classroom. But here, all children

listened to the instructions.

Planning Strategiea -%

Planning strategies arto an indication of the child's organization of

purpose and bphavior. Planning, it will be rembmbered, is taken as ,a

Tcocess that occurs not only at the beginning of an actility, but.throughout

the sequence of actions. Planning strategies are, in these data, clearly a

signi icant aspect of performance.

,
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The relation between the sheer frequency, cf Planning strategies and the

outcome categorization is striking, as can be seen in Table 6.1 The maximum 1

number of positive Planning strategies used by children in Category 1 far

a

41.

exceeds that used by children in any f the other categories, and the number
/"'

decreases with the adequacy of tI1outcome. There is, of course, .a wide

range of use of positive Planning 'strategies by children in all categories

except Category 5f these children characteristically use extremely few

strategies.

The total number of positive Planning strategies includes four specific

strategies: Physical Setup, redicting Outcome, Verbalizing Task Require-

ments, and Using a Systeme ic Approach. The first three occur infrequently

and are discussed briefly below. Using a Systematic Approach makes the

greatest contribution to the total, and is undoubtedly the most important of

the Planning strategies in these data.

The child's activities in preparing for-consi-ruction have significant

consequences for the conduct,and outcome of the construction activity. This

is especially notable in coding of Physical Setup. Here, the-child's

selection and placement ot appropriate materials (blocks and animals)

coded. Some select on a one-by-one basis. More commonly, children select a

kew appropriate blocks, begin construction, return to select more, add these

tb the construction, and continue this process. Some bring large numbers,

but have selected them, or eliminated those not necessary. When they Pre-

pared the space and selected;their materials, they were coded as showing

positive Planning strategies.

, 1
Time was recorded in'15-seco d intervals only in the latter phase of

data colip...t.ion. In the earlier phase, internal time points mere not
consistently recorded, and there are therefCA" no equivalent intervalp. In

order to use data fromthe-entire samfile, strategies are presented in terms
.0f frequency Of occurrence.

'

2. 71
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Sometimes a child would begin to build very close to the edge of the

table or, barely examining the supply, woUld bring a collection of blocks

and, without arrangement, drop them in front of the model. The mdst extreme

examples of counterproductive Physical Setup were instances where the child

piled the blocks he planned to use in the area available for building, thus

practically making it impossible to make a construction.s After is had,

happened seyeral times.,, we began to intervene, -sinde this early negative

strategy,essentially precluded the possibility of further effective

strategic behayior. In the latter part of the testing period, we therefore

,specified the area where the child should build his or her construction. If

the child began to pire blocks.in that space, the I would sayr "Why don't

you put the blocks over here so that you can have space to build..." (The

chfld would nevertheless have been coded as using a negative Planning

strategy.) Approximately a quarter of the children (19) were so coded. Two

of them are in Category 1, none in Category 2, five in Category 3, seven in

Category 4, and five (of the six children), in Category 5. The numbers are

small bu7t certainly suggest that such negative

-
common when performance is less effective. _

preparatory activity is more

Predicting Outcome, that is, announcing_in advance what one_is going to

do, is obviously articulating a plan. Very few children made such state-

ments. A few childr n stated their plan not to try to match the model.

They would say, "I don't like yours.- I'm going to make a different kind of

barn.T (Such statements also inform us that the child is perfectly aware

that the construction she or he has Malt is not intended as a match.)

4

Another strategy considered to indicate planning and organization is

verbalizes Rules or Task Requirements. 'This was seldom'coded. It is more

!-pertinentin the social situation of the classroom, or in any situation
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where the bhild is in an activity with someone else. Here, comments about

the task, about one'.s progress ortlack of progress, and comments that could

be construed as reflecting task requirements were more likely to be coded

under Mon toring, as Describes or Comments on Work.

The child's dte-Of a Systematic Approach is the critical strategy coded

under the rubric of Planning. When the child goes about the process of

.t
Making a construction in an organized way, s/he is coded as using a system-

(

atic apprach. The observable.*ntiOn is,the sign that the child has a plan

and is following it. The child may be proceeding systematically even when

the end result is quite different from the model. (The negative of this
%

strategy is not a matter of incorrectness, but evidence of being disorgan-

,

ized.)

As can be seen in Table 7, the relation between the use of a Systematic

Approach and the outcome categories parallels that for total positive

Planning strategies. It'is the application of system that contributes most

to the Planning construct and that also is clearly associated with effective

performance. In examining the use of a Systematic Approach, it is necessary

to take accountS of the fize and complexity of the model.being reproduced.

It follows logically that a more complex structure with more parts requires

more actions and, therefore, more intances of the application of system.

If we'.look at Table 7, we see that in all categories the means are

higher for the 3-:stall than the 2-stall and, again; higher for the 6-stail

than the 3-stall. Most striking is that not only do the children in Cate-

gories 4 and 5 use a systematic approach much less often than the children

in the other groups but, especially for those in Fategory 5, there is little

relation between frequency qf this stra egy and the complex y o the wodeI.

s 76
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In addition to the systematic approach that can be observed in he

course of the,child's construction, there is another sense in which evidence

of system 4an be inferred. Examining the way the child goes about putting

the structure together, the sequence of construction, gives an insight into

71
0-

the child's analysis of the structure and how sihe codceives of reconstruct-- 10

ing it. (Although this was not included in the coding of Systematic

Approach, sequence was recorded through tha sketch of the Erald's construc-

tion.) A considerable number of childten built the structure stall by
r-

stall. Cylinders and.WISC blocks or arches, and then animals, were charac-

taristically the last items added.

1.7cmah was notable fat thasystematid way he built the 3-stall. He

started with the back wall,'built the side walls, then the front gates, then

placed the cylinders and WISQ blocks, and finally put the animals in their

stalls. His construction was not perfect (he used a unit instead a split

block for the left back wall, omitted an animal, did not space the cylinders

evenly), but the smoothness of the construction piocess suggests a clear

understatiging of the structure, and a plan for executing it. Paul's con-
\

struction of the 6-stall shows'a different kind of analysis., He placed the

centrak .7rib" strticture first: I I

These strategies are essentiallY procedural strategies, and tied to the
441K

particularities of the task. Nevertheless, they suggest an analytic

approach that is associated with effeciive performance. The illustrations

are constructions made by children in Category 1, although the sequence of

binding was not among the criteria for categorization.

Monitoring Strategies

Monitoring one's performance in any task is essential; it is especially

important when the task requires coordination with an external model. The

7 7
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pattern of positive-Monitoring strategies for tlie'five outcome categories is

comparable to that for Planning,strategies, although the number of' Planning

strategies considerably exceeds Monitoring in frequency.of occurrence (see

Table 6). The average for the group as a-whole is 9, with a very broad

range (1-33).

Three discrete strategies are pooled to yield this total': Checks

Model, Describes or Comments on Work, and Comments on the Ease or Difficulty

of the Task. Of these, by far the major contribution is made.by Checks'

Model. Checking 'the model is obviously a prerequisite to selecting and

placing the material. All the children examined the model at the beginning

of the-activity, even those who built structures totally different from it.

Typically, the child checks the model, checks the supply of blocks and

animals, selects, and places.1 The child's checking of the model is an

indication that s/he is doing something that s/he knows is pointed toward a

particular and defined end, that is, reproducing the model.

Table 7 shows that, for the group as a whole, the number of instances

of Checking the Model does increase with the complexity of the model itself,

and-this pattern charadterizes the performance of the children in the two

top groups. Interestingly, the pattern breaks down for the- children in

Categories 3, 4, and 5. Especially for those in Categories 4 and 5, neither

the range nor the means change in any orderly way from the 2-stall to the

6-stall.

For some children, the distribution of the Checks Model code points to

a fall off in performance. The child starts off building the model, and

*1
Th is sequence also -reinforces the point that T:ve are dealing with a

recursive model. While it is possible to separate planning and monitoring
conceptually, it is difficult to separate them in behavior. Checlis'bodel/
checks resources involves both planning and monitoring. The monitoring is
what we see during the checking action.

7



then drifts,into.exploration and is no longer actively attempting to build

the model. This shift is signaled by the fact that the child is not check-

ing the model.

It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that the number of times

the child checks the model is invariably an index of effectiveness. Paul

(whose approach to building was described above) checked the ''Model about

nine times during the fi,rst two minutes, and then mot again until close to

completion. The child's early inspection and checking of the model can

enable him or her to create an internal representation of what it looks like

and what is required to reconstruct it. It is not necessary to check the

6-

model continuously. There is probably an optimal amount of checking to-be
1

done. Younger and less advanced children need to look at the rnçl more

often.; more developpentally advanced children have more soihist cated

strategies for holding.in mind what they have observed. This underlines the

fact that more, or more frequent use of, some strategies is not necessarily

better, more productive, or more developmentally advanced.

Describing or CommerAing on One's Work fn the proc4Os of an activity is

'a meAns of controlling one's behavior, in' the Vygotskian sense. The child's

commentary that accompanies her or his work is a kind of loud thinking that

covers description'of the action, the features.of the model, or aspects of

the materials. Slightly.more than halfoof the children (55%) made such

commentsis)Some children work silently and presumably are thinking about

40,

what they are doing. For this age group, such comments probably are also a

reflection of,ease in the situation or personal style.

Statements about the Ease.or Difficulty of the Task were made by only a

few children (6) and, when they are made, do not necessarily rej.ate to an

observer's view of hOW:^easy or difficult the child is actually finding the

task.

'79
4
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Accommodating Strategies

Accommodating to the demands of the task, and of the materials is, of

course, an integral feature of the activity. What A are able to observe,

however, are the kinds of accommodative strategies that are, as it were,

writ large. Accommodating strategies occur much less often in the Animal

Stalls situation than either Planning or Monitoring strategies (see

as a whole is 4.4. The pattern of fre-Table 6). The mean for the group

quency,.unlike that for Planning and Monitoring, is not sAstematically

associated with outcome. The highest incidence of Accommodation occurs in

Groups 1 and 3. Children in CetelgOry I turn out a first-class performance;

which almost always requires some Accommodation. The high mean and varia-

bility in Category 3 is largely due to the idiosyncratic performance of one-

.child, Natasha, described below. Children in Category 4 show very little

Accommodation; they are, for the most part, not actively trying to make the

*1-
model'. And those in Category 5 tend not to use Accommodating strategies

(four ot_the-eax have zero on this measure).

Two'strategies contribute to the total of positive Accommodating

"

strategies: Reyise Action and Finetuning.

It is obvious that Revising Action, that is, correcting an error or

takinta new approach, is only appropriate when an error has been made or a

new approach requireda Sometimes a child will try a new approach when whaTik

s/he haS'been doing seems perfectly adequate (e.g., change a perfectly'

placed block), but by and-large most revisions were efforts to improve

performance.
0

Finetuning is a strategy that has an optimal frequency. Tf it does not

occur, the outcome is likely to be somewhat messy: some finetuning is

nedessary to align the_blocks, place the cylinders or arch supports in the

80
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proper spots to balance each other, straighten the walls,f the stalls, make

the animals stand up and in,the4roper orientation, and so on. But'-a great

deal Of finetuning usually signifies either excessive fussing or that the
,

child is making continuous adjustments to a seriously flawed structure. An

extreme example is Natasha (5.11) who, in building the 3-stall with arches,

4164.

did not put the back walls on. When she then tried to build the archeS, she

-put supports on the ends of the stall's walls. They were too far apart to

support the tops of the arches. She tried to adjust the 'bide walls, changed

the position ofthe supports, and everythingVell. She tried to fix it

repeatedly, never..seeing the basic error that was the source of the diffi-

culty.

Table 7 shows the incidence of Revises Action and Finetuning for each

,outcome category and the group ai A whole. It can be'seen that the

incidence is low and the pattern for each is the same as that for total

positive Accommodating strategies which they comprise.

Asking for Help is an AccOmmodating strategy that was not included in

the total of positive Accommodating strategies because of its low frequency

7nd positive-negative ambiguity. Eleven children asked for help, six of them

in Category 4; and three of the children in Category 0,1by doing and saying

nothing, were essentially asking to be saved from what for them was an im-

. possible situation. in this sense, Asking for Help is a positive-strategy:

it is an active rather than a passive or frozen response to difficulty.

Summary

The ime theie children took in the task shOwedjlo clear pattern. The

variability w _considerable, and some af the least competent huilders took

the shortest time.

The children's On Task Involvement was Kigh for the whole group and did

not discrithinate accuracy of replication. HOwever, only chilaren inCate-

gories 4 and 5 tended to Explore. The proportion of time that the chijdren,

were Distracted was extremely slow, except for those in Category 5.-
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As far as children's strategies are-concerned, their Planning strate;

gies were-the MOSt frecluent and were clearly related to outcome. Children

in'Cate ory I used Planning strategies the most often, and these frequencies
----_/

,

decrease with a decrease in the adequacy of outcome. Using a Systematic
..

Approach was the dominant Planning strategy and echoed the tematic

JPpattern seen in the use of Planning strategies as a whole, wit Aighest and

lowest frequencies in Categories-1 and 5 respectively. Children who did not

_organize and group materials appropriately (Physical Setup) were likely to,

make less adequate structures. Predicting Outcome or Verbalizing Rules or

Task Requirements were rarely used.

Monitoring strategies, like the children's Planning strategies, were

positively associated with outcome, with the higheat groups showing the

greatest and the lowest groups the least frequency. However, there was, in

general, a lower incidence of Monitoring than of Planning. By far the most

frequent Mcinitbring strategy was Checking the Model whibh, of course, is

built into the nature'of the task. Use of this strategy also increased with

increased model complexity. A decrease in this.strategy wes'"sometimes a

signal that children were ari4ing off task. Describing and Commenting on.

One's Work and Commenting about the Ease or Difficulty of the Task were

infrequent, and the latter was an unreliable indicator of how children

'actually performed in the task.

AccomModating-strategies were least frequently used and, while they

showed some provocative and iateresting patterns, were not,systematically

related to outcome.

For the sample as a whole, negative Mastery strategies were extremely

-
infrequent, a pattern that is ilso in evidence in the substudy reported

below.
"8

I.
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The Substudy.
.)

...i ,
i ,

.t
The purpose of the ubstddy was to try out the same observation

*stem, the CSASi.in the natural classtoom setting and in the Animal
,

Stalls task. From the outset, our intent was to develop.an obsetvational
' ... i

tool that would be applicable 'both in the,olassroom and in a structured

' ,

situation. The natural course of classroom activities was considered an

d" .

important place for observing children's strategic behavidr. Further,

analysis of the siMilarities and differences in strategic,behavior in

, . /
the classroom'setting and in file strdctured situation was expedted to

-
.

. help toclarify. the conceptualization d-frategic behavior and Fefine
. .

'

t .
,.

the Observation systeME. Early observation.171 classrooms was an important
-

'

I

source tor developing category definitions and scoring conventions. The'

classroom data preeented in this report'are from a's1;aL.S.11 sdbstudi of ten
_ -

children who were observed both in the familiar context of their classroom
4

-....% .

and in_ Animal Stalls, a novel *task.outside the classroom.
. . 's.

.

Npft,416,

The sa inrthe sdbstudy consisted of ten whi t? four- and fivftryear --

6 1
A

old chil n (5 girls and ,' boy ) frOm the same classroom in a suburban
-,

piekindergarten (mean age was 5.3). hild was'Observed in the natdtal

clapssroom sating and.in the AnimarSta s, tsing the CSAS. The teacher,
k

as in the larger sample, rakl the hirdreri on a ndmber *Of Social and

Mastery competence characterigtics (se?' Appendix 'Cl.:%ahd 9rated ach

child overall (high, mediumr or low) in Social aniMastey competence:
)

.41

,INere were therefOre three data sources for each child: the clasecam

obsetvations, the Animal Stallse'and the teacher's rating.
,.

. . .

.

.
..1 1.

8 3
4
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Classroom Observation Procedures

r
Eabh child was obserVed for six 10-minute periods in the classroop

A 1
setting. A modid time sampling methodwas used in which three of the

observations were begun at the start of a social interactiOn and the other

three at the beginning of a Mabtery task. Observations were scheduled at
a ,

times when the children were free to engage in.Sbcial ,interactions or Maste ry

activities.
2'

The Mastery actiVities included work;with materials usually

out on the helves for children to use, as well as special daily projects

iaid out on s cified tables or work spaces. The teacher or aide was

usualli,available in these project,reras for consultation, but children

,
.were encouraged to do the tasks independently.

Observation's of each child were spaced over 'several days to minimize

the possibility of seeing the child on an atypical day. Sometimes children

were absent so the observationd stretched-out over two,_or at.the most,
4

three weeks f r A giVen child. .
. . . -

. -L...-! . C -
,Two class oom observers were used,,both with experience in doing

classroom observations with structured categories. They worked together
, .

I.

until they reached.an inter-observer agreement of lp -100% in all.categories
.

or
before beginning the observations.

4,.

At'the tii of each classroom Observation? the observers waited 'until
..

, the child torb obserVed began a Social interactiOn or-purposeful activity
,-

and recorded the child's behavior in the relevant categoriee ,with mater'

for 10 con cuti.ve minutes, The Observatiori we's confirmed for the ful

,

1Bronson:s (1?78) work suggeststhat this procedure provides a reason -

ably.relianle samplecf Social and Mastety behaviors.
,

.
.

..
. .- .

'Iv
f 20bSetVations'obviously.sh0 ld be scheduled at times When the child will

ihave sufficient.opportunity to ibit thd"behaViors fo be,obseived: 'Master
tasks are best observed if hild,is allowed to do them ieasonably inde-

. Pendently: Social iritetact can bp o rved whenever they typically ta e
placein;th prticulax settlng.,

_,.._ ''
p.

J.'

s.,,.

,
,

#

t's
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10-minute period even if the child changedactivities, wandered around

the room, or began talking to the teacher.
0

Only tasks with a recognizable goal and recogniiable steps which

.
Right be used in reaching that gbal were considered candidates for the

Si

:4

start,of am observation. If it is n,gclear what a child is trying,to do,

the strategies used and estimate of success in completing the task are less

relevant. For example, some art and construction projects met the criteria

for being considered a Mastery task and some did not. Generally,, the ob-

server tried to get clearer examples of goal-oriented tasks foroeach chIld

than these. If the observer could not determine the goal of a task (no
'1

matter what materials were being used), a Mastery observation Was not
4

i .
started and the obserVer waited for the ckild to begin anOthez task.

N, .

. .

Animal Stalls Procedures .

The basic instructions and setup,for the Animal Stalls task have

already been degcribed,(Section III) and were applied here. Each child ws

1
invited to come out into the hall to build something with blocks. None

seemed oVerly frightened, shy, or hesitant'to colle,gAgli most were eager.

All 10 childrenwere given the 3-qtall model of Version 3,

The task waS administered by an Interviewer. A second person, the

Observer;began recording as soon as the IntervieWer had finishe4 giving

the instructionsta t4 child. Recording was cohtiAued un%il,the child

either said s/he wa's finished (or "couldn't do any more," or "was tired,"

or "wanted to go back to the classroom"). Sometimes the child simply

31Unlike most.of the children in our samble, the childrer;, in-this
classroom were familiar with this kind of a.reguest since they had worked
withother.researchers in this same hall area ,4 nuM"ber of'times,over the

course of the year.

4't

.
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stopped work (or glay) and just sat. In these cases, the Interviever asked

if slhe was finished. The child wastgen asked,whether the copied structure

matched the model, "does.it look just like mine?" and the child's

answer was recorded along with any reasohs or coMments offered.

Results

In the Animal Stalls task, half the children built an excellent or good
4.

replica of the 3-stall model; two children made structures in which model

features were recognizable but, which had-significant omissions and sabstitu-

tionsr'an0 three children built alternative structures .whith bore little or

no resemblance to.the model.
r"

Table 0 presents the children's mean ovepll performance. As can be

seen, there is'-a high proportion of On!Task involvement in the group. The

entire proportion of time in Explbres is contributed by one child who bUilt

an alterna*ve'structure. As far' as Mptery strategies are concerned, the

percent of total positive strategies is very high (921) Monitoring strate-
,

gies were used most often for the group as a whole--5,!2% of strategies were

a
Monitoring strategi. Planning,itraegies were next most frequent (43%),

.
.

It .and there was almost no Accommodation 4(5%) Children's strategies are also

presented as a mean iate per minute'to give someihdioAtion of the sheer

amount of strategic behavior that the task generated. The totel mean rate

of positive strategies is 5.9 per minute during,a mean period of five and_a

half minutes,eindicating that the task elicits a-fertile averageirtrategic

respohse-from children '(abdut one'strategy every 10 seconds). Variability,

however, is ,considerd
.

Ie.
1

.

1
Tge measure of rate also was to provide a secondi common means (in

addition to mgan percent): Of looking comparatively at strategic heflavior in
the classroom and in the prestqcturedAnimalfitalls task. Rate'is calcu-
lAted by dividing number of strategies by total observation time.

. .

e,
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Table

Substudy Animals Stalls:
Percent and Rate of Strategic Behavior Variables

(N=10)

7\\.,
SD Median Range

Variables % Rate % Rate. % Rate % Rate

Involvement

Time Observed in Minutes (5.5) (1.50) (5.0)

Time Op Task 92'% - 26 , - 100 - 19-100

Time Explores 08 26 - CY - 0-81
0

Time Socializes 7\ 01 --
%

03 0-09

4.

Completion,SucORss
Index,(CSI)

Mastery Strategies

Total'Positive'Strategies 92

Positive Planning 43

Positive,Monitoring 52.

. Positive Accommodating 05

59'

. \

Child itge

. 71.

5.89 13 3.71 100 '6.80 60-1QC", 0.90-12.00

2.56. 44 , 1.58 44 , 30-55 3-4.962-92

2.96 50 1.90 so' 2.92 42-67 0.39-5.88

0,37 bs 0.40 05 0.34. 0-11 0-1.18

(5.3) (5.4) (4.10-5.7)

p



The teacher's,rating of the children on.Mastery competence is highly,

't

related to the strategic behavior variables observed in,the Animal Stalls.'

situatio de Table 9). The high rated'children have the hipest propoZ-

.

tion And e of positive strategies, and the highest CSI. The distri ution

of Plannin , Monitdring, and Accommodating strategies across the th ee

groups sh wt no clear pattern. The small size of this group and the rating

of.ohly one child as low may be contributing facors.

When we turn to.look at their classroom behavior (se Table 10), the

children a a whole spend more time in Social-interaction (54%) than On

Task in Mast activities (33%). Most.ot.their Social involvement was in

Noncollaborativ rather than Collaborative activiti s ( 1% vs. 31%). The

strategies they, d were overwhelmingly positive, b. an Mastery activi-

ties ( and Social interactions (73%). A high level of success is also

asso4ated with this general picture: 72% of Mastery tasks were completed

successfully and 63% of positive Social strategies we're successful. The

'major proportion of all these positive strategies was in Planning, both for

Mastery (71%) and Social (50%) activities: Accommodation strategies were

used much more often in children's Social interactions than in their Mastery

activities (35% vs. 3-56). Moreover, when children used negatie Social

strategies, they were far 2,nory likely to be negative Accommodations.

However, they were not as successful as their positive Sqcial strategies

(43% vs. 63%).'

The teacher's. rating cl the children's Mastery competence was also

highly related to children's activities and strategiet in the claisroom.

High rated children spent thermost time in Social" involvement and On Task in
,

Mastery activities relative,to the other Lhildree (see Table 11). While all

children's Social interactions were mostly NonCollaborative, the iiifference

8
ft
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Table 9

Substudy Animal Stalls: Perfornance of Children Rated High,
'Competence by Their Teachers

(N=10)

High (N=5). Medium (N=4) Low (N.1)

Medium and Low in Mastery

Strategid Behavior Variables % Rate % Rate % Rate ,

N Minutes On Task

Completion Success Index' (CSI)

Total Positive Strategies

Positive Planning
04-,

Positive Monitoring

Positive Accommodating

(5.0)

.

75
s

98 7.7

48 3.5

48 3.8

04 0.4

(5.5)

1,53

88 4.9

37 1.9

57 2.6

06 0.4

(1.5)

0

78 0:9

50 0.5

.50 0.4

0 0

2

Child Age (5.4) (5.2) (5.1)

8 9
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- ,Table 10 x

Substudy Classroom Misei-vations:
Percent and Rate of Strategic Behavior Variables

Strategic Behavior
Vartables

-7
(No10)

SD

/
Median Range

% Rate % Rate % Rate Rate

InvOlvement
)

Social Involvement 54 17 55 20-78

Collatr. Interaction 31 26 1 .28 0-69

NOncollab. Interadtion 61 24 66 : 28-100

A

Socialize ,

Mastery InvOlvement

08 09 .- 04 0-28

Mastery On Task 33 12 36 06-48

Distracted 04 - 10 01 0-32

Explores 10 - 10 q7 0-12

Attends Instructions 03 04 02 0-12

. .

Other 05 - 05 04 0-16

Positive Mastery Strategies

Task Completed Successfully 72 28 75 33-100

Total Positive -97 3.17 06 1.33 100 3.58 82-100 0.74-4.62

Positive Pjanning 71 2.20 09 0.93 70 2.55 59-86 0.63-3.13

41 Positive Monitoring .27 0.87 08 0.45. 25 1.45 14-38 0.11-1.14

PositiVe Accommodating 03 0.10 03 0.13 02 0.01. 0-08 0-0.37
.

Pos1.6.ve Social Strategies

SUccessful Pos. Strategies
1

63- 22 70 30-9t -

Total Positive 73 1.54 23 1.19 82 1.16 35-97 0:37- .24

Positive Planning 50 0.69 17 0.47 43 0.61 29-76 .14-1.76

Positive Monitoring 15- 0.35 10 0.50 14 0..20 0-1.61

Positive Accommodating

Negatiire Social Strategies 2

35 0.55 16 0.44 32 0.50 , 17-59 0.12-1.47

'Successful Neg. Strategies
1

_ .

43 43 0.02 50, -
,

01100

TotakNegative 27 0.39. - 0.32 18 0.33 0.11-1.16

' Negative Planning 11 0.02 16 0.02 0 0 0-30 0-0.06

Negative Monitoring 22 0.07
,

20 0.06 22 0.07 ' 0-63 0-0.16

Negative Accommodating . 08 0.30 21 0.33 02 , 0.20 38-100 0.06-1.16s

I
Success wa7 recorded,wh re re1evant.

r

2
Negative strategielS in Mastery activities were too infrequent to be' included.

9 u
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Table 11

Substudy Classroom Observations: Percent and Rate of Strategic
Behavior Variables for Children Rated High, Medium and Low

In Mastery Competence by Their Teachers

Strategic Behavior Variables

Involvement

Social Involvement
1110

1-
Ala Collaborative Interaction

tNoncollaborative Inteabtion

wi

Mastery & Task

Positi.ve-Mastery Strategies

Tasks Completed Successfully

Total Positive -

Positive Planning

Positive Monitoring

Positive Accommodating

Social Strategies \

Successful Positive

Total Positive '

Positive Planning
.

.Positive Monitoring

. Positive Accommodating

Successful Negative

Total Negative

Negative Planning

Negatiye Monitoring

Negative'Accommod ting

V'

%-

High (N=5) 'Medium,(N=4) kLow (N=1)

ick X Rate Rate ick X Rate

56 54 44 .

39 - 26 - 9

0
.

52 - 65 - 89

39 28 27

.

83 67 . 33
--

98 3.5 100 3.4 82 0.7

70. 2.4 68 2.3 06 0,6

28 41'1.0 28 0.9 ' 14 0.1
.

3 . 0.1 4 0.1 - rO, 0

(

80 74 35

/§ 2.0 59 -

c.

1.1 38 ,0.6

41' 0.8 -4 58 0.6 63 , '0.4

,
.

,

21 0.5 07 b.2. 16 0.1

..

39 ' 0.7' . 35 0.4 21 0.1

79 , - 0 - 63

c

21 '0.3 41 0.3 '62 1.2

18 0 02
'.

o0

21 0.1 29 0.1 0 a ,

61 0.2 70 0.2 100 1.12

91
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in proportion of time spent in Collaborati nd Nonc011aborative activities

is much smaller for high rated children than it is for the medium and low

'rated children..

The children rated high in Mastery competence were also highest in the

proportion and number of positive Social strategies they used in tl)e

,classroom. Their Social strategies were the most successful and, while they

used the smallest total proport14%. negative Social strategies, their

negative strategies were more successful (Table 11).

As far as Mastery strategies in the classroom are concerned, differ-

)

ences are less clear among the three groups. Positive strategies were used

almost all the time, though high rated children's mastery strategies more

often led to successful task completion.

These trends are very similar to those for children rated high, medium,

and low in Social skills (Table 12). High rated children spent more time in

mastery On Task activitis and in *Social, interactions in the classroom than

.did medium and low rated children; and they were less often involved in

Noncollaborative interactions, The high rated children alsol used the

greatest proportion of positive Mastery and.Social strategies with the
4

greatest degree of success in each, and were especially high in their

relative use of,Social Accommodation. -They used fewer.negative Spcial

strategies than the other groups but, again, th'eir negative strategies were

more Successful than those of the other children. Some of the Pilarities

in these patter,ns can be attributed to the fact that four of the ten chil-
.

dren were given the same rating by the teachei On Mastery and Social skills.
A

ComparAson Aekoss Settings

comparing children's strategies acrOss settingsAthe focus is on
-

Mastery strategies only in the structured (Ahig-a-1,Stalls) situation: and on

both Mastery and Social activities and Strategies in t4e classtoom.
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Table 12

Substudy Classroom Observations: Percent and Rate of Strategic

Behavior Variabled for Children Rated High, Medium'and

> Iiow in Social Competence by.Their Teachers

/111

0

Strategic Behavior Variables

Involvement

Social Involvement

Collaborative Interaction

Noncollaborative Interaction

-

Mastery On Task

Mastery Strategies

Tasks Completed Successfully

Total Pgsitive
*

Positive Planning

Positive Mbnitoring
%.- --_

Positive Accommodating

Social Strategies

Successful Positive

--_,

Total Pohitive
-

.

Positive Planning

Positive MOnitoring

_

Positive Accommodating

Successful NegativeN,,,.....

Total Negative

Negati7e Planni

,Negative Monitoring

Negative Accommodating

High.(N=3) Meclium (N=4) Low (N=3),

ich R. Rate Rate X Rate

71 52 39

46 39 05

47 54 85

40 28 35

89 - 67 N.

100 3.9- 0
98- 3.1110 . 94 2.6

69 2.7 71 71 1.8

30 1.1 26 6.8 ' 124 0.7

02 1_0.1 . 03 0.1 ''. V 05 0.2

(

75 -.. 73
.

-
o.

38
.

90 2.1
.

76 1.9 52 0-.7,

37, , 0.7 53 0.9 ."-. 58
'....c

0.4

12 0.4 22 0.5 08 0.1

52 1.0 25.. 0.4 33 0.3

50 43 31

' 10 0.2 24 0.3 48 t

--,

13 0 13 ?0 02 0

16 0 30 0.1 18
.0

0.1

^.72 OA- 57 0.2 80 0.6
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In the 4nima1 Stalls situation, the child is required tO focus continu-

i.--ously on a novel Mastery task. In the preschool classroom, there is not

only a known and predictable Sequence of activities, but chifdren can often

choose whether or not to work together with someone else and.the nature of

the, Activity, whether undertaken'alone or with others, is itself often

self-selected. It is not surprising, therefore, that these children's

Mastery On Task involvement comprises a much higher proportion of

tbservation in the prestructured situation than in the-classroom (see

Table 13). In the classroOm, the',children spent th e! major part of their

th

/-time in Social interactions.

,

As far as the use of strategies is concerned, Mastery strategies were

almost wholly positive in both settings (92% Animal Stalls, 97% classroom),

and positive Social strategies were also high (73%)... In the Animal Stalls

0
situation, positive Monitoring strategies were the most frequent, whereas in

the classroom, Planning strategies occurred most often in both Mastery and

Social activities. Positive Accommodating strategies ere hardly seen in,

Mastery activities in either setting, but accounted for more than one third

of positive Social strategies (Table 13).

The majority of the children's positive st ategies were successful in

both kinds of activities and in both settings. However, tilt highest degree

of success Was in Mastery strategies in pie classroom (72%), perhaps because

such strategies are more likely to be tied to familiar or self-selected
N

taSks, and are not AccomPanied by the stress that mi414./attend the struc-
;-

tured task and that can affect children's Social interactions. Children's

positive Social strategi9s were.successful somewhat.less often (63%) than

their Mastery strategies; and the least successful pcisitive Mastery strate-
,

gies were those in the Animal Stalls..(58%):,

9.4
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Table 13

Substudy Animal Stalls and Classroom Observations:
Percent and Rate of Strategic Behavior Variables

Classroom 06servAtions

Animal Mastery Social

Stalls . Activities Interaction

Strategic Behavior Variables (rate) (rate) (rate)

. Involvement

Mastery On Task 92 33

Soc' 1 Interaction

rillCo aborative

54

31 ,

Noncollaborative 61

Positive Mastery or
Social Strategies

/.

Success 59 - /72 63

Total Positive 92 6.0 97. 3.2 73 1.7-

Planning 43 / 2.6 71. 2.2 50. 0.7

',7

Monitoring ,

Accommodating

52,/

05

3.0

0.4

27

03

0.9

0.1

15

35

0.4

0.6

Negative qocial Strategies
1

Success
43

Total Negative 27 0.4

Planning 11. 0

Monitoring
22 0.1

Accommodating
68 0.3

::

1OW Social Negat'iVe qtrategiea were freguent enough to-be included.
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Interestingly, the rate of strategies.the chilciren generated differs

considerably across the two settings, and in Mastery as opposed to Social

activities. The highest number of positive strategies occurred duringthe

Animal Stalls task, and the.lowest during children's Social interactions in

the classroom. While the proportion of Mastery strategies is about the same

in ,bth settings, the ratte1in the Animal Stalls situation is almost double

that of Mastery strategies in the classroom, implying that the structdred

11,

task.succeedstin challenging and tapping children's strategic capabilities

More directly

_ Negative

but hardly at

AccomModating

thirds of all

and concentratedly .

strategies were qbserved,in 'children's Social interactions,

all in their Mastery activities in either setting. Negative

Stratres were by far the most frequent and accolIntedvfor two

. . N,

negative Social strategies., These children's negative Social,

7

it/

strategies, however, were less successful than their positive strategies.

Discussion and FutUre Directions

,

In considering these twO studies side,by side, there are striking

similarities. This speaks well for_ our measures, consideeing the substantial

differences in the two populations and 2in task characteristics. The sub -

study populatiOn was relatively.homogeneOus. The children were close in

age (within a 9-mOnth span); they were of the sameethnic group;. they came
.

from the same classroorvand had the same teacher; and they were all give%_

the same (3-sthl1) task. ,The larger 4idy represents a much broader sampling.

with respect to age, ethnicity, geograjhic area, the kinds.of programs the
;

children attended (publdc.and private preschools and schOols), and the

veriionand complexity of he task they were given

In spite of.these diffèréncs1 in both sets of data str.Wegy use as

associated with level of perform:wide, as were the-ratings of t
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y

'sets of data show a clear hierarchy in the frequen6y of Mastery strategies

used,in the Animal,Stalls, and in eaCh sample there was a notably low in-

', t

cidence of negative strategies and of ActOmmodation strategies. The main

discrepancy between the tindihgs of the &o studies is in the Pattern of

frequency of Planning and Monitoring strat441.es.. In the larger study,

Planning'strategies were most frequent, .frallowed by Monitoring and Accommo-
-

dating-strategies. In the "substudy Monitoring occurred more often and

Planning was,secoRd most frequent in the structured situa*tion, However,

Planning strategies were dominant in Mastery as well as in Social activities

in the classroom. Both Planning and Monitoring strategies dre critical for

performance in both Mastery and Social situaLons. Verifying the patterns' of

dominance will require.further work.

Strategic behavior, like'competence, is a concept of broad scope.

Chifdren's st'rategies are an important part of their everyday behavior andl

ideally should be sampled across a broad range of contexts. Wha.E we would

expect,'on,the basis of, our definition of. strategic behavior and from our

experience with the CSAS and Animal Stalls is both commonality and specificity.

That is, sJategies can be expected to cut acrogs different contexts, but

their pattern, incidence and range will vary according to specific contexts.

The.relatively high incidence of Social Accommodation strategies in the

classrooldrand the low incidence of Mastery AcCommodation strategies,in,the

Classroom and in, the Animal Stalls, illustrates this point. Particular

aspects of different contexts may increase or decrease the likelihood of

certain strateg4es.. In the classroom, children spent far more time in

Social interactions thdn in Mastery tasks, creating differential opportuni-

,

ties fonfuse of different strategies. ,This may be particularly character-

istic /of life in preschoqk The'relatively high incidence of negative

9?



Accommodation strategies in theik ial interactions (as opRosed-to its

low incidence in their Mastery'tasks) is an indicatiOn that these young

children'are still learning how to live together in a group. There was

good evidence that they were learning this well since their strategies in
. 7,

general T;lere mostly posEtive. fine miglit find a different pattern at the

beginning of the .school year, when children are entering,preschool for the

first time.

A next step in observing and undenstanding children's use of stratA

egies---,and one that is vital for clarifying the interplay of Social and

Mastery strategies--is to develop a(task situation in which two children can

participate in a common task. Such-a situation would give an opportunity to

k
observe children's collaborative and noncollaborative interaction in a con-

. ./

trolled Mastery context,and would provide a comparable frame and focus for

the_use of both Mastery and Social strategies.

We have found the relationship between strategic beha r and develops

mental capacity interesting and difficult. If the measures are to go beyond

merely gauging the degree of childrenq socialization in, school, it is

necessary to disentangle perceptual, conceptual and other cognitive issues

from the pressure ofVhe.Animal Stalls situation itself. Administration
...

procedures are also important here since both interviewer and child might
), /

think the child understands the taslc when the child only partly under-

stands it. For example, he or she might not understand what we mean by

building One that:, is "jusi,likeiame."

,It is true that building with blocks is an ordinary activity for young

ch/ldren. Indeed, many of the constructions made by children of the age

range sampled are sometimes extreRely elaborate. A nuMber of knowledgeable

people looked at our structures before and during trials. Nonethought tRem

1
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too difficult for children of,these ages. The constraints of the task

situation axe relevani.here. 'the directive to make a.replica is not one

that young Children are familiar with, and the implication of accuracy that

it carries is not consonant with what preschoolers are used to. Perhaps

also the familiarit of materials coupled with the unfamiliar constraints

made it difficult for Some chgdren. ObserVing the difficulties sOiTe

children had with,the task enhanced our awareness of its complexity and the

broad kange of capabilities that effective peVormancedeinanded. Develop-

mental variables obviously play a significant role in children's competence

is task. But .Vle relationships are neither simple nor clearcut. We

have-seen young three-year-olds skillfully buildAg the 3-stall-model,,and

five-year-old who cannot,build the 2-stall. (Perhaps if ,shouldralso be

noted that no stereotypical expectations about difference6 between girls and

boys in a task that requiredhuilding with_hlocks were confirmed. Girls

were.just as likely, gs boys to build excellent rePlicai; boys just as likely

as girls to founder.)
C.

I.
Perhaps. it is relevant to the developmental issue to note that strate-.

gies can be taught. They can be taught as specific strategies (e.g. lookkg

-

for the edge pieces in doing.a puzzle)-,---or as more general 4cTes (e,g.

looking at previous questions answered in a workbook to olve a current

problem: listening to the per n who is telling you what to do next;

;

taking turns). We have observed teachers who took Any oceasions to teach

childpn strategies, and zany who seemed Ulmost to stand in the way of the

4

child'S'learning or discovering-strategies,for himself. Some teachers were

more likely to' take over and demonstrate th ight way, to show the child

how to,lace the shoe by doing it themselves, often without any words.

Teachers may be more attuned to teaching social strategies to young children

f..

I.
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=since, as we have already noted,_learning to live in a group is one of the
_ _

primary tasks for the young child ahd promoting this learning is a primary

aim of the preschool and kindergarten. Thinking iri terms of Mastery strat-
-

egies is less familiar for teachers.

Such consideta ions remind ud that an original goal.of the pFesent

Ceproject was to provi measures of program impact. If the measure of

children's strategic competence.is to serve as a Way of gauging the effects

of educational pr6grarns , it would be productive to observe the extent to
c

whichstrategies'are directly taught by-teachers. In our project we,did not,

obseive and evaluate the different Head Start programs. But our informal_

observations and conVersations with teachers, directors and eduCationael
5 f

directors forcetty confirm the variation among programs in clarity-o- f-
, -

cational goals, psychological sophistication of teachers and a ides, and the
.

richness of the curriculum. We are not suggesting that these differences'
t

can be tied,to particular outcomes of particular children on7the construa'tioh

task. It would obviously require a more Comprehensive array of measures,

as was.originally intended in the national project, to be able to make any

Goa,
statements connecting children's'performance to program quality.

*Further directions in our wOrk on children's strAegies would address

the three measures used: the CSAS, Animal Stal/s and 'lecher ratings:

'
Further development of the CSAS would include clarifying definitIons and

specifying directives aboa the application of some codds. This would be a

prerequisite to further analysis of patterns of dominance of different strat-

egies. aome strategies that occur infrequently should perhaps be collapsed

N46.

(for eXample, some of the verbal Planning and Monitoring trategies). In

addition, developing,a two-person task could lead to the creation of some

4 ,

new categories that focus on simultaneous Social/Mastery strategies.

I u

S

.

X
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4

As far.as the Animal Stalls task is concerned our work so far has
.

-
established some of the directions future efforts should take. As already

-

stated, we need to have a better understanding of deyelopmental issues in

4011Na-

further-task development. ,To have-three kinds of models, varying fin the,

number of stalls, is.a cumbersome way of dealing with developmental level:

On the whole, the level of task difficulty tended to betoo high-rather than

tOo low. A better approach is tO develop a single version (perhaps con-
.

sisting of three stalls) and to vary the complexity in that single structure.

While teacher ratings pose all-kinds of well-known difficulties, the

teacher rating form can also be improved--by providing the teacher with more

.

.

concrete and specific'indicators. This would also make it more feasible to

:

.-pool ratings from different teachers in different settiags. Discussions

.

'with teactlauartould guide this work.

.

Our goal in this 'project was to develop measures of childrent.s,strat-

egies. The Animal Stalls task prqvides a situatioh that evokes strategic

.N.,

behavior in a dense and focUsed way.

'

r :
Ad.,.

dicators for observig anMWodifying strategic behavior. These two tools

The CSAS provides a clear set of,in-

4 are cohereilly integrated with the constructs of-our hypothetical model,

and'their usefulness, as reported here, supports the conceptual framework.

The richness of ehe data, as well as the provocative questions they raise,.

testify to the importance of understanding children's strategies in context.

1 i
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CHILDREN'S STRATEGIES ASSESSAINT SYSTEM (CS4)

. '
INTRODUCTION

The Chilan's Strategiei Assessment.System is being developed as a

tool to assess younq children's competence in social interactions and in

Material tasks. The focus i on the strategies children use in these two

domains, that is, how they organize their behavior in purposeful activi-
d

ties with others and, with objects.

The CSAS is largely based A Bronson's concept of "executive Skills"

and on her classroom observation measure, the "Executive Skilli Profile"

(1975, 1978, 1981, 1982). . The CSAS has been developed with the close

collaration of Bronson. -It-extends tile Social and Mastery strategies of

Bronson's earlier work, irNgrates these within a unifying theoretical

base (see Shapiro, Wallace, Desir & Fulani, 1981), and includes strate ies

which have 'a negative as well as positive aspect.

The system is for use with children aged three through six. Its

title as an observation system.means that it can be used both in the

,"natural" setting'of the preschool and primary school classroom, and in a

structured sitl4ation where a'child is given a specially designed tas (or

standard meas ) in an individual session, or where two or three children

are asked'to collaborate in a ;Ask!) The procedU es and categories de-

scribed in the'following sections refer to obsekvations in the naiUral

setting and to a specially. Aeveloped task called Animal Stalls. The

Animal Stalls task requires an individual child to reillicate a block

construction from a model. The todel is a table-block structure consist-

i:ng of "'Stalls" with miniature animals and hay ,bales, such j'might be

fQ on a farm or in a barn. Three variations of the model are used,

depending on the developmental level o'f the child. As itated, however,
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the CSAS is a sygtem which may also be used with other prestructured tasks

(as well as in the classroom)-, and;should be understood as such in this
,

document.

OVERVIEW OF-CONSTRUCTS AND CATEGORIES

In the CSAS, children's strategies in purposeful social interactions

and in goal-orient d tasks with objects are grouped in terms of five

theoretical cons/ructs: INVOLVEMENT, PLANNING, MONITORING, ACCOMMODATION,

and OUTCOME. Each of these is briefly described below:

Involvement:

Planning:

The nature of the child's absorption in an
activity.

How the child manages, organizes, and antici-'
pates his/her actions and those of others.

Monitoring: Checking and commenting on one's own work an9
that of others.

Accommodation: The child's adaptation to the demands of the
social and.material situation in context.

-

Outcome: The completion, success, and evaluation of an

activity.

Children's strategies are recorded in different categories under each

of these five constructs. Social strategies are differentiated from

strategies,with objects, or "mastery" activities as Bronson has called

-

them, though an overlap is obviously possible (e.g.; two- children working

on a puzzle).

Social Strategies: These are the strategies thatoccur when 'the
a child is interacting in purposeful acti'vity

with one or more other people.

Mastery Strategies: These are the strategies,& child uses when
engaged in a pdyposefa task 'with objects.
The task may be a solitary activity or one

-N undertaken with one or riore others.. It is
.bften a pAoblem-solving activity. It

always has a known or observable goel whose
achievement in terms of completion and,
success is observable.

yfry 1 0 7
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The social and mastery strategies recorded in the CSAS are presented

as a list below, grouped according.to the five constructs. The list

4 provides an overview of"all categories of strategies. Each is. also

described in detail in a later section, togethr with examples.

,

'MP

1 O'd

-e

411.,
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LIST OF CONSTRQCTS AND:STRATEGIES
A

4

1...;

S'
1;

' -N.Lanstruct

INVOLVEgENT

Strategies

Social

4

4

,Callaborative Interaction
,

Noncollaborative Interactiob

Socializing -

Mastery

On Tai
Explofes
Distracted
Attends to'Instructiorks

\
Involved Watching.
NotInvolved,

Other

PLANNING

MONITekING

*Physical Setup
Predicts cutcome .
Suggests Activity/Demonstrates/

Directs
'Assigns Roles or
Invokes Rules
*Request to Join

Resources

1- r

Monitors Others ,

*Describes oF gomments on Others
tDescribes or Comments on Self'

-

ACCOMMODATING *Shares
*Trades Or Trade.Off

OUTCOME
C'Ompletion

Success

Ev'aluation

*Takes ,Turns

*Promises/Bribes
*Helps `

*Ph sical Setup
Predictsputcome-
Verbalizes Rules or

Requirements
*Uses Systematic Approach

Task

:Checks Instructions or Model
'Describes'or Comments on tIork

.Commefits on Ease'or Difficulty
of Task

*Joint Effort or Co ines

'Resources
.

Hostile force
Resists Rules or Teacher
Agks Social Help

Praised
Criticized
Corrected
Ignored

*Revises, Action or Takes New

Approach.
Fine Tundp
AskS' Mastery Helip

.Completes
. Incomplete
Not Applicable

I

'All Perfect ("-c
Nearly Perfect:
About.Hakf,
Lese than Half Rtot

*Strategies with an asterisk have both positive and negative aspects.

.1
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PROCEDURES -

The CSAS proyides,both a time and event inple pf the behaviors

recorded. Time is-ttporded i4 15=secand intervals. Discrete events can

- .occuitmore than
,

orce within the intervals, but activities which continue

.

over time are calculated according ta-thenearest 15.rsecond interval.

A sample observation sheet is appended 'to this document. Each

horizontal line on the sheet represents a 15-second interval. Double

horizontal lines represent 1-minute inteamals and are included for ease of

discrimination 0 recording. Each observation sheet contains space for

fiv4 minutes.of observation. Continuous `events are recorded by placing

appropriate marks or letters (describedibelow) in each of the intervals in

which the behavior occurs; discre'te events are recorded in the appropriate

')Dtime Slots by marks or letters, as indicated iln the instructions f r each

category.

The observation sheet is divided into six parts: CONTEXT, INVOLVE-

MENT, SOCIAL STR+GIES, MASTERY STRATEGIES, and OUTCOME. The CONTEXT

section is for a brief written narrative record of the child's ongoing

activities that are related to the recorded categories. ipecffic actions,

interactions, and thd objects of interactions are noted herek At the end

of each 10-minute observation period or observation of a structured task,

4,moxe expanded and detailed description of the behaviors recorded is
,

written by the observer on the back pf 'the observation sheets (see

attached sample)%

The INVOLVEMENT setion categories indicate the dhild's,capapity to
$

be absorbed in purposeful ativity with others and with material objects.

The catego ies show the type and level of these activities, as well as the
I '

amount of observatidn time the child spends in nonpurposeful activities.

LLO" "1.
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The SOCIAL STRATEGIES section includes categories for social Plan-

Lng, Mongorg, and Accommodating strategies. Where appropria-te,4these

4

It
cate4ries are recorded with a plus wr or a minus (-) depending upop

,tk

whether the child uses the strategy in a positive or a negative way. The
,

sta

P
socigi strategy'categories are also scored i'or success or failure where

r*levant. "Accepted" (A) is recorded if 'a str tegYs is st.iccessful.

40E '

"Rejected" (R) or "Ignored" (I) is recorded if t1 strategy is'.not

# successful.

The' MASTERY STRATEGIES section includes categories for mastery

Planning, Monitoring, and Accommodating strategies. These categories are

also recorded with a,plus (+) or a Minus (-) where relevant:

The help-seeking categories (Asking Social Help, Asking Mastery Help)

under ccommodation are.recorded in terms of the child's success in

obtaining help (Accepted=A, Rejected=R, and Ignored=I), and the person

from whom help was sought is also noted (Teacher/Adult=T, Peer/Male=PM, or

/
Peer/Female=PF).

s

The fi al, OUTCOME, sect on includes the degree of successful comple-

.tion,achieved i mastery tasksj and'categories for any evaluation by

others of the child,'s social or mastery behaviors (solicited or unsolic-

ited). Evaluation by Others categories -are recorded according to the

person doing the evaluating (Teacher/Adult=T, Peer=PM or PF).

111
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CSAS CATEGORIES

The cttegories are described In the order in which they appear on the
4.1,

observation sheet. The first section of the Ileet--CONTEXT--isffor notes

decribing the human and physical beh4vior settings (where the activity

takes place)who was there, etc.), or specific behaviors such as the order

in which the child does particular parts of the Animal4Stalls task. '

INVOLVEMENT.

Involvenient categor_icit are not mutugily exclusive so th 2. a child can
. .

i

be involved in an activity that inCludes both social and mastery activi-
.

ties at the same time (playing Checkers: for instance). Every 15-second

time.interval must have a mark (X) in at least one of the involvem nt

categories.

SOCIAL INVOLVgMENT CATEGORIES

Collaborative Interaction (Involvement)

Thetbserved child is engaged in a clearly organized interaction with

one or more other?, such as complex sociodramatic play,with assigned

roles, or games with roles. The interaction is organized in such a way,

that the roles or activities of the child are interrelated with the,roles

or activities of the other child or children. The category is analogous

to what is conventionally called cooperative play.

Examples of Collaborative.Interaction 4Iimplvement)

- The child is playing "house" with another child. S/he takes the
rOle of the "mother" and the other is the "father.Ve Their activi-
tj.p.s....,a,re organized according to their roles, and the children are*
rcooperating in "cleaning house" or "feeding the baby."

- Two children are playing Candyland (Checkerel 'Scrabble, etc.)

together, The observed child takes'turns andqilays by the rules,
often discussing the moves with the other child. (This activity
would be recorded as both Collaborative Interaction and On Task
since it involvee a task as well as a social interaction.)

'1

112
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Noncollaborative Interaction (Involv e#

/
Tha observed cht ild is i teracting with others, but in a less organ-

- A

ized way. This category kncludes paral/el and associative play and any

10
social intlraction that is not defined as Collaborative or Socializing

(see b1/3w).
I ,

Examples of Noncollaborative Interaction (Involvemeni)

The child is building with Legdolear another child who is also
constructing something. The child-talks a5out his/her construction
to the other child, not taking account of the fact that the ether
child is deeply absorbed in his/her own- activities, or is actually

talking toir.

- The child, is playing with playdough,at a table with' another child.

They talk to each other but'there isno organized-"game" with the
materials nor any planned cooperatiV.e effort. Their comments to

each other tend to be assertions and counter-assertions rather than
a discussion or conversation.

7 The' child it. washing a dell in thi doll corner with another child

"cooking ir the background.s_Both children talk about what they
aredoing but do not take roles or interact in any organized way.

Socializing (Idvolvement)
k

This is recorded when the child carries on a conversation or discus:
-

sion with another person (child or adult) with -the primary intent of

exchanging information or commelAp in a reciprocal way. The,child listens

and responds to the other person over a 15-second (dr greater) period.

Examples of Socializing, (Involvement)

The child discusses plans for summer camp wiVI another child.

- The child discusses a TV, program with another child who also saw

it.

- The child discusses with other children the trip they have just

taken to the zoo.

MASTERY INVOLVEMENT CATEGORIES

mast& task is a goal,oriented or'Problem-sol".1;activity in

which the useof effective stx4tegies is apparent and important and which

"
can be recognized as spccessful'or unsuccessful'.

11
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40,

podd examples of presdhool mastery tasks are puzzles, matching and

sorting tasks, counting tasks, prereading Or number,w6rksheets, workbooks

or mimeogiaphS, writing letters or numbers, and (generally) any "academic"

'7task: TA the primary grades, the usual tasks assigned to children4(math,
(

.-nguage arts, and science tasks) are mastery tasks.

'N 4
i .

f Art and construction ,tasks may be recorded as mastery tasks as long

as it is clear what the child is making and as long as the product, and
,

r.

a A
the steps uSed in producing it, can be recognized and juded as kaccessful

or unsuccessful.

Tasks.for wlich no goal is observable and which, therepre, do not

include recognizable steps toward a goal should be scored as kxplores (see

below).

On Task
0.

J

This is redorded when he'child is involved in a mastery, task, that

is, in a task with a clearly discernible goal.

Examples of On Task

- The child is absorbed in practicing lacing a shoe and is working
out which end of the lace goes in each hole.

.

- The child is steadily building a block construction in collabora-
tion with another.. child. (Note, that Collaborative Interaction
should also be recorded in this ihstance.)

- The child is concentratedly-writing in gworkbdok.

Explores

'This refers to a clearly focused involvement with materials or some

aspedt of the'physidal environment where a clear goal is no discernible.

The younger the child, the more exploratory.the involvement with objects

or materials tends to be. Often this.Means that, since "plan or goal is

not known,' success or the lack of it are also unknown. Children's explo-

ration with materials is primarily one of "tinkering" with the physical
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properties otobjects and seeing what can be done with them. mate-

rials,that are tyipicakly used for mastery tasks (materials desigrd with '

an inherent goal, Alike puzzles) are used in an exploratory way by some
6

children. The judgment about which involvement category tb use is always

based on &e child's activity with.thV material, not on the natureLO)r

purpose of the material itself

ExampleF of'Explore
1,

- In the preschool, play with sand/jwater, or cny is often explora.4

tory. Older children may also explore withtthese materials, though
they are likely, to do s6 less ofted.

- Play with art or construction materials c
On Task at any age, but iA more likel to b1iei.former, the .

') younger the chila

Distracted

be either Explores or

$

..

This category is relevant to qA\Tagk and Attends to Instructions

only. If thechild's attentin.wanders in the midst of anfr other type of
4 ' 4.

iie
vement, the lapse should be, coded Not Involved (see below).

..
. . .J.P

Distracted is recorded when the chi1d's attention wanders from the mastery
P

..
.

task ie is doing or from the nstructions being given. The result of a

\
dist 4ption may becachange in focus (leaving the ongoing task unfinished)

k i 0
or a eturn to the task' (or inStructio4s). .,

.

ples of Distracted

- The child stops Norking on the mastery tif s/he is doing when a
visitor comes into the room. After watch ng the visitor for a
while, s/he looks around the room for another minute or two before

getting, back to Work.

p.14.

4 The child seems to "loseLho "pf the task at hand without turning'
attention to any'clear alte native. Sometimes simply stares

off into space.

- The child has been working on a task but has reached a difficult
part and, after a brief effort to get through it, starts to draw
scribbles or do9dles on the side of the work page. S/he continues

this until the WaCher notices, and says to get to work.

115 ,
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NOTE; DistractiOn is not recorded when the child simply glances lp,
as if monitoring other events in the room, and immediately
returns to the task. Distraction is also not kecorde when .

the child is inVerrupted by the teacher or another chi d or by.
somebther,legitimate demand for his4her attention.

toInstructionsAttends

This is recorded When the child is being specifically old how to

proceed in a task or other

either individually or in a

intended for this child

listens to inst;uctions

Involvement (see below)

activity. The instructions can take place

group; but;it must be clear that they are

,(as wel). as others, perhaps)( If the child

intended for...another clfild or group,

s recorded, unless it ii clearly a way of being

distracted from hisgter own task.

ExamPles of Attends to Instructions
7

- The teacher has given the whole class worksheets and is laining
toftthe group how they are to be done4

7 The teacher. has given the child a special assignlent
4r

exining to him/her alone how it is to be done..
and
%

- The child is having difficulty with a t sk and .has just'asked for
help from the teacher, another child, or,fromsthe experimenter in
the Animal Stalls task: S/he listens to the.explapation.

OTHER INVOLVEMENT 6ATECIORIES

Involved Watchin

This ategory is recorded only.when the child ia watch4ing others in

Social or mastery activ.ity in an intent, focused way. Looking

activity for a few seconds is no 1 counted as Involved Wa hing.
v

1.

Examples of InvOlved Watching

The child stares for an extended 'period at another child who is
cutti and pasting for a collage.

- The child atches a group of children intently in a role play
sequence, as if preparing to try to join them. i

NOTE: Involved Watching is recorded as a "W" in the appropriate time
slot under the category of.activity the child is watching.

at an,

a

r '

2

1 4/
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,

anything. fometimes childx4'n make b,rief aomments to others as th4 drift

. / p; -:.4.J.

or wander about, but, no focused social or mastery,activity is 'taking
so

43

Not Involved 4,

- 12 -

This is recorded when the child wanders aimlessly about the room,

. drifts from olfg-briel encounter with peop1p or objects to anothet without
i

reengagement, or simply* sit5, stands, or,lies ddwn without doing

1.1

Placer

Examples of Not Involved

- Cther children are working on
observed child has,not begun.
watching others briefly or 40
,behavior after the child had
Distracted.)

/
- The clild it wandering around the room as if look,ing,for something

to do, sometipeibriefly watching.others, blit never really engaging

in apything.' .

I

an assignegmastery ?ask, but the
S/he sits staring tait'.the
dling with an eraser. (The sam
begun the task.would.be scored

Other

This includes C.1 typesof involvement which cannot be.recorded in

A
any of the above categories. Gross motor activities, solitary fantasY

play, and solitary eating can be noted here, as well as waiting in

41

(unless this is al'so a social activity with talking on
%

observed child).

P

Examples of Other Involvement

- The chiletepeatedly climbs a small indoor
down the slide.

line

the part of the

jungle gym slides

- The chiild plays alone with a small gollhouse,

about in a fantasy drama.

moving toy figures

- The cl.eld rides around in circles on a toy tricycle.
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'SOCIAL STRATEGIES

Social strategies a 1e categorized, where appropriate, with a (4.) or

,

0

(-) depending upon whether they are.used positively or negatively, and
--

with A (Accepted), R )tejected), ,or I (Ignored) when this is relevant. In

7-- _

,

order oto Sive sPace on the sheet, if A, R, or I iS noted, the strategy is
.;,

\ ,

asstimed to be positive Unless marked (4,7 More than one strategy may be
/

marked irra single time slot if more than one occuis. Two strategies--

Hostile Force and Resists Rules--are always coded as negative.
,

SOCIAL PLANNING STRATEGIES"

* Physical Set-Up .(Social)

This is a preparatory strategy which involves.the physical organiza-
V

tion of materials o4.a play space before or during a social interaction.

- ,

It shows planning or foresight. The negative of this Strategy is recorded

when the lack or inadequacy of preparation is detrimental to the interac-
.

tion.

Examples of Physical Set-Up (Social)--Positive (4-)

- The child lays out the dress-up.clothes that s/he and a friend will
wear in a sociodramatic play sequence.

- The child finds and sets up the materials for a Candyland game

1
which s/he and wo others will play.

Example of Physical Set-Up (Social)--Negative (-)

The child ha; set up a board game to play with another child, but.
in an area which also serves as a passageway ih the classroom,
making for constant interruption and noise.

*As noted (see p. 4), strategies with an asterisk have positive and
negative aspects.
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Predicts Outcome (Social)

This is recorded when the child makes.a verb predic"tion or acts 'in

sudh a way as to indicate that s/he looked ahead to what the consequences

of a social action or social situation m'ght be.

Examples of Predicts Outcome (Social

- The child notes that his/her team will win if a certain child is on

it because that child is-A very good player.

- /hd child says to a-friend that a third child will le sad if the

. friend does not invite him/her to the birthday partl'r.
( I /

§uggests Activity/Demonstrate/Gives Directions (Social)
.

The child makes specific suggestions for beginning an activity, or

suggests a new direction for or elaboration of an ongoing activity. The

child demonstrates how something should be done or gives specific direc-

-<,

tions about what to do or how to do it. These demonstrations or direc-

tions are organized and are social strategies to organize others. They'

-
are not just unrelated demands for others to obey, but indicate the

presence of a plan.

Examples of Suggpts Activity/Demonstrates/Gives Direcilons (Social)

- The child generates an idea to begin a social play activity:
"Let's play house," or "Let's be princesses in a castle and the
jungle gym is the castle," or "Let's play Checkers."

- The child makes followup st4gestions during social play: "This can

be p fort ,for the soldierS' or "This will be our house and this

mat can,be our bed," or "Now let's feed the baby."'

- The child demonstrates: "This fs the way the robots should walk
when they come into our spaceship," or "This is how you do the

cutout decorations for the party."

- The,child directs: "The bad guys should climb over this ladder to
get into the fort," or "This is the way yOu can Eke the long

blocks stay togdther."

Assigns Roles or Resources (pocial)

This is recorded when the child assigns roles, parts, teabE, "sides,"

0 or materialresources in role play or in other games.,

119
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Examples of Assigns Roles or ResourcesASociarr-

- The child suggests: "You.be the father and you'be the baby and I'll
be the mother," or "You two should be firemen and come to save us,"

-.The childdsays:11."You can have the red checkers and I'll take the
black.pnes," or "You can take,the dress-up hat and I'll have the
high-heeled shoes."

- The child suggests: "You make the barn and I'll get the animals,".,
or "You bring the water and I'll get the bowls for the 'soup.'?

Invokes Rules (Sodial) ri
.:r

This is recorded when.the child either.aPpeals to rules to facilitate

--

social interaction or stares the rules of interaction in a game. The

child may invoke tke groundruleS of the environment, recite the rules of

a game, or make uP rules to order the activities in a game.

Examples of Invokes Rules (Social)

- The child reminds another: "We have to clean this up-before we
have juice," or "We '(you) are not supposed to go out there without
a teacher."

- The child states: "The one who gets to the red line first Ih's,
okay?" or "In this game the perLn.with the red marbles always
takes the red space."

- The child notices that someone is not Making a fair move in a
Checkers game and says:. "Youllre not allowed to move that way."

- *
* Request to Join (Social)

. t

This is recorded when there is a simple request to join others in

some activity. The.negative aspect of this strategy is a refusal to let

others join in an activity.

Example' of Request to Join (Social)--Positive'(+)

- The child asks: "Can I play?" or "Can I play with zou?" or "Wi).1
you play with me?" or "Can I do it too?"

Example of Reques to Join (Social)--Negative (-)

- The child says to another (who is requesting to join): "You can't
play with us," or "I'don't want td.play with you."

-

12u
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SOCIAL MONITORING STRATEGIES'

Monitors Others (Sociail

,4

This it recorded when the child is closely watching the behevior or,

responses of another (or others)owithin an ongoing socia'l interac'tion of

which the.child is a part.. The child appears to be monitoring the

responses of others to his/her own directions or watching the progress of
-

interaction in order to gauge what to do next in the interaction. 'Some-
-N

times ,the child seems to be trying to get ideas from others or to compare

his/her own behavior or product with theirs. (Watching others when not in

interaction with them is not scored here 'Rut is scored as Involved

Watching (Wl itn the appropriAt time and category slot.)

Examples of Monitors Others (Social)

,

- The child has been teaching another to play Checkers and carefully
checks the moves the other is making (for accuracy).

- The child is diActing several children in the building of a rocket

ship with blocks. S/he keeps careful tabs on who is doing what and

makes pertinent comments,so that the building proceeds according to

the pfay s/he has in mind.

- The child is part of a group playing hospital. S/he watches

carefully So that s/he can play the role assigned to her/him

effectively.
3

* Describes or Comments on Others (Social) '

This is recorded when the child takes verbal note of an ther

actions, feelings, appearance,, or personality characterist cs, showing

s/he has or is ,"monioring" the other person. The iemarks must refer to

an ongoing or,recent perception; if the child comments on something in'the

past, the observer cannot be certain that the child actually noticed the

event, or was told about,it by someone else, or invented it. Friendly or

neutral comments are recorded as (+) and negativelOOmments as.(-).
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ExaMples of Describes or Comments on Others (Social)--Positive, (+)

-..-.1-

7 The chIld notices two,children Playing together who seldom have
before and says, "Wine and Susan are,friends nolv." itab,

. ..,
.The child says: "Raphael isn't heie today; is'he sick?" or "Jamie

. always cries when his mother leall/es" (nOticing that he is crying
noW): . -).

- The c hild notes: "Anna is drawing a\-rabhit,"-Or "Michael is
building a very .taif-ttolopr," or "Roberto'is watering the plants."

. . t
.

;.- .
.:

,

ExamplesNif Describes or Comments on Others (Social)--4Negative (-)
0.14

7,thechild tells.andther: "You're-fht"

- The child notes: "The teacher doesn'i notice when we copy (work
from others] So I'm going to.do it."

- The child says: ."Jamie4s a crybaby."

* Describes or Comments on Self (Social)

Phis is redorde4 when the child verbally, notes his, own actions,

feelings, appearance, or personality characteristics in relaAon to a

social situation. As above, tha remarks must refer to an ongoing or

recently occurring self-perception for Plausible evidence of self-

monitorin4. Negative self-monitoring implies a negative self-evaluation

rather than-the perception of negatiye feelings ,such'as "I feel sad," or.

"I feel mad."

Examples of DescribeS or Comments on Self _(SOcial)---Positive-(+)

The child Says: "I'm so happy 'today because we are going to ae
zoo," or "It makes me sO sad when Rick won't play with me" (This is
not a negative strategy hut only a comment on an unhappy feeling);

,

- The child notes: "I ate the most,at snack today."

The child says: "I'm theeonly one wearing shorts!today," Or "My
sneakers are the dirtiest."

Examples of Destribes or Comments on Self (Social)--Negative (-)

e- The child says: so bad at this game.," or l I m not good at
satcbing balls." S.

'--The-child says: "My'hair is so ugly," or."I'm too fat" hin,

tall, short, etc.).

122 4-
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4SCCIAL ACCOMMODATING STRATEGIES'

- Social Accommodating Strategies are sometimes initiated by others,
4

;

that is, the observed child mayee asked to sharehelp, take turns, etc.

'When the observed child initiates The strategy, the (+)L(A, R, or I is not
0,

relevant) is cirdled: to diStinguish-strategies initiated by the

,observed child from those the child respondy6. When the child.resists

or rejects aneaccommodating strategy?initiated by someone else, a negative

strategy (-) is .recorded, as described below. Unreasonable .0emands to

accommodate from another chifd, or from an'adult, are not scored as

negative strategies if the obseIv d child refusesl- Ii is usually easy to
4

distinguish unreasonable from reasonable demands.- If, in doubt, the.

?observer should not score,a negative strategy.

* Shares (Social)

This is tecordrd when the child suggestS or other4.se initiates

sharing resources (toys, fooeOlothes, roles, etc.). The goal may be to

'
t . "get into ihe ,game," to show.friendliness or affection, or to resolve a

,

* r ,J1,

conflict. If the cliild is a_e}teci tg share b s
7
meorie else and s/he agrees,

1 ,

circle the (+) as shown above. If the child refuses a reasonable reeest-

for sharing, the negatIve strategy (L) should be-recorded:

Examples of Shares (Sociai)--Positive (4).
. .

- The child saYs:, "Everybody can have soMe qf my candy" (shares own
resources), or "Let's shaxe the big blocks" (tojesolve a conflict

since there has been ap argument about" who is to control them),or
,"We.can both use Some,of the Lego" (to get another child to play).

- The ohild is asked: "Will'you share yOur cEayons with Jimmyl",or

' "Please, may I have one of your peamits?" and the 'child agrees.

Examples of Shares (Social)--Negative (-)

- The child says, when asked:. "NobOdy can have any of my candy"

(though p/he has a great'deal). .-

$,

I- Another child suggests sharing the Sig'blocks which

been arguingover and the observed child refuses.

12 3
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- Two children are coloring and.theoobserved child has the only-
working pink marker. S/he refuses to share it when asked.

NOTE: Sharing or refusing to share need not be verbal. Children may
offer food, toys, etc., without wórdsor may refuse to share
without words.

* Trades or Trades Off (Social)

0. ,This is recorded when the child suggests or otherwise ini iates or

t
agrees to a reciprocal exchange of materi4s, position (changing places or

"sides"), or roles. The negative bf this strategy is a refusal of

another's reasonable request. Unjust or unequal, trades are not considered

reasonable.

Examples of Trades or Trades dff (Social)--Positive (+)

- The child suggests: "Now you can
your airplanet," or "Now can I be
ide," or "I'll let you have the
the mother," or "I'll trade you
ticker."

have my'truck and i'll play with
inside the ort and you be out-
best drese- s if you let me be

--

a flower st'cker for a star

Example of Trades or Trades Off (Social)--Negative (-)

The child refuses a reasonable suggestion by' an her child to
exchange one puppet for another. '(Although the ch d is within his
rights to refuse such an offer, thcrefusal shows 4 lack of social
accommodation to the other child in the situation o erved.)

* Takes Turns (Soctal)

This is recorded when the child sug ts or initiates taking turns,

or suggests waiting for one's turn, or 4grees to sbmeone else's request to

take turns. The negative of this strategy is recorded if the observed

,child refusee to agree to someone else's reasonable request'to _take turns.

Examples of Takes Turns (Social)--Posiiive (+)

The child.saYs.: "After you, can it be my turn to hold the rabbit?"
or "You can'play wi.01 the'balloon.firs.t; then give it to me,.okay?"
or "First I'll be the leader; then' you, can.be the leader," or
simply "My turn next."

- The child is taking-turns (with or without words) in a,play situa-
, tion or a structured game situation (such as Checkers or Candy-
.land).
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. .

- The child is asked to take turns or to wait for a turn (by the

teacher or another child) and s/he

(
Examples of Takes Turns (Social)--Negative (-)

- The.child has had a long turn on.a favored'bicycle and others are

waiting. Another child asks to have wturn, and the child resists

ot refuses.

- The child does not wait for his/her turn in a play or game situa-

tion, takes an extra turn, or pushes in front of others waitng for'

a'turn.

* Promises or Bribes (Social).

This is recorded when ,the child,offers material or psychological

rewards to another for compliance with a request. The negative use Of

this strategy is to threaten someone else' with material or psychological

sanctions if a suggestion is refuseq.

Example of Promises or Bribes (Social)--Positive (+)

- The child offers: '"I'll let you play with my car if you..." or
"I'll be your friend if you..." or "I'll invite yoU to my birthday

party if.you..."

Example of Promises or. Bribes (Social)--Negative (-)

- The child threatens: "I won't be your friend if you don't..." or

"You can't come to my house if you..." or !I'm going to hit you if..

you don't.:." br "You'll be "sorry if you Aon't..."

NOTE: Compliance or noncompliance with 'bribes or threats is not

recorded as a strategy.

* Helps (Social)

This is recorded when the child spontaneously helps or offers help to

another child or adult, or responds positively to another's request for
s'

, ; ,

,

. ,

help.. Usually this behavior appears to ipe.an expression of friendliness,

affection, or nurturance. If the obserVed, $hild refuses a reasonable
,

t

reqbest for help from someone else,
,

a Regative is recorded.
'

,

Examples of Helps (Sociai)6.-Posifive (+)

- The child notices that Another child is having trouble lifting a,

large board and spontaneously offers help (verbally or non-

verbally).
125 .
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'- The child notices .that another ohild has sp 1 d something and'
offers to help clean it up.

- The child offers tO help another child who i having difficulty
doing a mastery task.

- T he child re4Onds positively tq a request for help.

Examples of Helps (Social)--Negative"(-)

- The child 'refuses to help another ,phild with a mastery task.

- Another, child is carrying a heavy tray and a small piece of mate-
rial has fallen off it. The observed child is asked to pick it up
since it is near him/her but s/he refuses.

* Joint Effort or Combines Resources (Social)

This is recorded when' the child suggests or initlates working

together or joint use of materiaIresowes, or when the child complies

with another's request to do so. When using this strategy, a child

typic'ally joins force's with someone else to achieve a goal or produce a

prod ct. The negative of this strategy is to refuse joint cooperative

'40
effort with someone else.

Examples of Joint Effort or Combines Resources (Social)--Positive (+)

- The child suggests: "Let's paint it together" ,(one large picture),
or "Let's make the starship together:"

. - The child suggestS combining effort to do a job: "We can both lift
it together," or "We can both clean the tUrtle'cage" (both had
wanted.to).

NOTE: joint Effort is a strategy that typically continues over time,
since children continue to work together for a period if the

.

-strategy is successful., The initiation of or initial compli-
. ance with the stra;egy is noted with the appropriate symbol (-1-,

or A, R or I). (+) is recorded in each of th-e-succeeding
15-second periods in which the children actually continue-to
'work together', showing the pontinuation of.thd strategy.
Younger cnildren tend'to sustain such joint efforts Sor' .

briefer periods.
,

A

Example of Joint Effort'or Combines Resources (Social)--Negative (-)

The child refuses a reasonable suggestioniby another that they-
,Ouild a garage together,'ok that they use the same box of beads to
make necklaces.
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Hostile Force (Social)

This is always a negative strategy because it is a 'resort to verbal,

or physical.abuse in order to attain social goals or solve social prob-

lems. (Accidentally hurting someone else, physically or psychologically,

is not included.) This_gategory ie recorded as A, R, or I since the

negative is alssumed. It includes using hitting, biting, grabbing, push-

ing, insults, taunts, etc., as ways of gaining social ends.

Examples of Hostile Force (Social)--Negative Only (-)

- The child teases and taunts.another child who has refused to play

with him/her.

..

- The child pushes another child out of the way to get a desired

/

object.

r.----2
- The child knocks over another child's block tower because ?he other

. had used blocks tha.t theilkserved child wanted.

1

Resists Rules or the Teacher (Social)

This is a strategy indicating a lack of.accommodation.to the physical

or social constraints of the settiing. The observer should be familiar

with the ground rules of tife particular environment so it is clear when

the child is violating a known rule. The rules are tygically clear and

explicit; for example: no throwing sand; cleaning ug at the end of an

activity; no running in the halls; being quiet when the teacher asks for

silence; etc. Sometimes specific constraints are imposed by the teacher

flor a specific,activity and these should be considered rules for that

Examgley of ResiAs Rules or the Teacher'(Social)--Negativ'e:OnlY (-)

r-,The teacher remindy.the child that children'are supposed to wear

, aprons when they paint, but the child ignores her.

- The children have been called to circle time and all but the

observed child are sitting in,the,aircle. S/he has refused to come

andis hoveriiig moodily in a corner of the room.
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The children are supposed to be listening to the teacher's direc-
tions for the task that they are to do, but the observed child is,

"whispering in the back ,of,the room.

NOTE: .Although te rules and demands of the teacher are not neces-
sarily a, odel of justice in every classroom, it is important
for a ch' d to have strategies that help him/her get along in
the classroom, so adjustment to these rules and demands is
considered important.

Asks Social Help

This is recorded when the child asks help from a peer or the teacher

to solve a social problem. The request must be initiated by the child

being observed and is annotated tOr T (Teacher) or PM/PF (Peer).

Exam les of Asks SOcial Help

l- Ar ther child has taken the observed child's toy or other object
and the observed child asks the teacher to make the child give it
back.

- The-observed child Asks the teacher's help because another child
won't share, or "won't give me a turn," or "won't let me play."

NOTE: Asking for help is not given either a positive or negative
value since it is not possible to determine reliably if a
request for help is based on the competent use of available
resources, or on a lack of independent strategies on the part
of the'child.

s5

.);

.1
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MASTERY STRATEGIES
a

Mastery strategies are categoriee with a (+) or a (-), where appro-
.

priate, depending upon'whet(er they show effective oil ineffective

approaches to the task. More than one strategy may be enterda in a single

time-slot if more than one occurs. When strategies continue over time,

they are recorded in each 15-second period in which the strategy occurs.

MASTERY PLANNING STRATEIES

, Physical Setup (Mastery)

This is recordedeben the child gives evidence of foreseeing the

reqUirements of a task by preparing space for an activity, or by ga.thering

together relevant materials before beginning the task, or by organizing

materials (laying out, grouping) while doing a task. The negative of this

06
strategy is recorded when the child fails to gather and/or organize

8
materials in a task that requires this strategy, or gathers inappropriate

materials.

Examples of Physical Setup (Mastery)r,-Positive (+)

- The child brings crayons and paper, or paper, paste, and scissort

together before beginning a task requiring them, rather than having

to interrupt the task to get forgotten but necessary materials.

(The child may get a new idea requiring additional materials later

in the task and still have organized well ai the beginning.)

- The child,anticipates.the Space needed to work on a task by hoW

s/he begins the placement of blocks (Animal Stalls), puzzle pieces,

etc.

q,- Before beginning, or during a task, the child lays out required
materials in an organized way by putting matching blocks near each

other or animals together (Animal Stalls);.by turning puzfle pieces

cr.76; by pitting materials within easy rea6h,

, .

, Examples of Physical:Setup (pastery)-:4,Negative (-) .

The child has to keep getting up-from the work area to get mate-.

rials for a task which, could have been foreseen earlier, keeps

"remembering" new thitgs s/he needs, or gathers materials hap-

hazardly without refeience to the model (Animal Stalls).
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- The child,hai trouble keeping track of m-a-agrials :within a task,
"losing" pencils, erasers;.appropriate blocks or ,animals (Animal
Stalls).
/ I

NO*: A child without.adequate Physical Setup strategies looks very,
disbrganized when doing tasks.

&edicts Outcome or States Plan (Mastery)

This is recorded when the child makes a verbal prediction about, or

states.a plan for, a mastery activity.

Examples of Predicts Outcome or States Plan (Mastery)

- The child predicts that'the seed s/he *is planting will grow into a
bean plant.

- The child comments:
Stalls).

/ The child predicts that s/he wil

"I'm going to do the gates first" (Animal

soon finish.his/her workbook.

Verbalizes Rules or Task Requirements (Maste )

This is recorded when the child verb lly indicates his/her under-

standing or what is required in a prospective or ongoing task. The child

may repeat instructions to him/herself or others, may give verbal evidence

of having a hypothesis about how to do the task, or may state general or

specific.rules that apply to a task.

Examples of Verbalizes Rules or Task Requirements (Mastery)

- The child repeats instructioni to
to circle all the words that begin
rhyming words,",or "First I have
Stills).

him/herself, such as:, "We have
with T," or "We have to find the
to,get dome blocks" (Animal

- The child gives verbal evidence'of having a hypothesisiabout how to
do the task by saying: "I've got to find the biggest' one first"
(seriation task), or "Every number,will have a picture" (matching
numbers to pictured objects); or "The little,onds go on top".
(stacking.discs). e

r--14

- eThe'child states general dr specitic rulds for tasks, surr.1,00,,p:

"You can't jump backwards until pou are 'kinged" (in Checkers), pr
"We have to finish each page before going on to the (143fct.' (workbook
rule), or "No copying," or "We're not allowed to use pens for our
printing."

NO
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recorded wherieve'r the child gives evidence of the operation

of a ypo esis or plan by proceeding in a systematic or ordered way, or

by appearing to opeiate with a clear notion attout what t9 do next and how

to do it.' The pegative of this strategy is when the child seems to be

floundering in a task with no clear ideas about how to proceea and is

using a hapha4ard or trial-and-error approach. Uses Systematic ApprOach

is a gtrategy which can cohtinue over time as the'child systematically
. .

follows his/her plan or approach to the task or continues a haphazard

approach. When it is unclear to the observer 'whether or not the child is

using a systematic approach, the category should not be marked.

Examples of Uses Systematic Approach (Mastery)--Positive (+)

- The child systematically does the edges of a puzzle befCre filling

in the .center or clearly'uses color or ape to guide his/her

choices of which puzzle pieces to try

-'The child builds in a coher nt oider start ng with, for instande,

the gates or the peritheter and proceeding section by section

(Animal Atalls).

- The child lines up pieces in a matching task and systematically

scans up' and down the lines for a "match."

Examples of Uses Systematic Appioach.(Mastery)--Negative (7)

- The child has a seemingly haphazard approach to a puzzle task,

picking up any piece without examination, tryirig pieces already

tried in the same space, and using no discernible color, shape, or
1

size cues.

- The child, does the

putting one gate in
beginning a separate

. ,

.NOTE: If the child is
observershould
CONTEXT coluMn.

(Animal Stalls) task in a fragmented why,
place, then getting a few animals, then

stall.

usinga systematically wrong strategSr,- the
record (+) an&mote that it was wrong.in the

S.
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MASTERY MONITORING STRATEGIES

Checks1/4Snstructions or Model (Mastery)

This is recorded when the ild checkS (looks back at, notices',

searches) his/her own p agress aga nst expectations or plans, or against a

model provided (e.g., Animal 4talls).

Examples of Checks Instructions or Model (Mastery)

- The child checks answers to simple math problems by using Counters
or rods.

- The child looks Carefully over *the shelf to find a particular
block, or looks at the model s/he is copying to check progress or
guide the next move (Animal Stalls).

- The child looks back to a model 'of what should be'done at the top
of a worksheet.

Describes or'omments on Work (Mastery)

This is recorded when the child verbally notices features of the task

s/he is doing, or remarks on the, progress of the task.

Examples of Describes or Comments on Work (Mastery)

.- The child notices: "My puzzle is almost done," or "The top pieces
are all small," or "I wrote all the numbers," or "The matching'
pieces have the same color on the back."

- The child notes is s/he is working (Animal Stalls): "All the
animals have hay," or "The cow goes here," or "This gate round;"
or "I aR almost finished."

Comments on the Ease or Difficulty\of aVisk (Mastery)

This is recorded whenever the child indicates his/her perception of

how easy or difficult the task will be, is, or was (if j(lst over) for him/

her (not for somebody else).

Ekamples Comments on the Ease ofyifficulty of the Task (Mastery)

- The child notes' as,s/he breezps through a task: "This'is-easy," or'
as s/he'.struggles with a task': "This is'hard for me," or ,"This is
cpcp hard for me.1

- The child says about a task suggested by the teacher: "That will
be hard."
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MASTERY ACCOMMODATING STRATEGIES

* Revises Action or Takes New Approach (Mastery)

'This is recorded when the child notiees that something has not worXed

out and-changes his/her approach to the task or cokrects errors. The

negative of this strategy is entered if the child's revision is less

effective,-or if the change is from a correct response, action, or

r
approach to an incorrect one.

Examples of Revises Action or Approach (Mastery)--Positive (+)

- The child is matching small pictures of faces. After putting
several together, s/he notices that they are not exactly matched

and corrects them.

- The child ,noticea that something in IIs/her (Animal Stalls) con-
struction does not match'or is not in the-right place (gates in

wrong order, or/animals in wrong stall), and corrects it.
-"N

The child has been trying to use shape .ias the key in doing a,

. puzzle, but notices.that the shapes are all very similar and It is

not working well. S/he switches to using color as the key and it

works better.

Examples of Revises Action or Approach (Mastery)--Negative (=)

- The child has been underlining, rhyming words correctly and is about

half finished with the task.. S/he suddenly switches'from a strat-

egy of saying the words aloud to check for rhyming to a strategy of

selecting words that begin with the same letter. (Note that in

this case both approaChes are systematic and would be scored as a

continuing positive Systematic Approach, but the new strategy would

be accompanied by an annotation that it was incorrect. The switch

would be scored A a negative Takes New Approach.

- The child has built part of the structure correctly (Animal Stalls)

but takes it all apart to correct a Minor mistake involving only

one block-

- The child "corrects" a correctly placed block or animal making it

. wrong (Animal Stalls).

,Fine Tunes (Mastery)

This is entered wheh the child carefully adjusts some part or aspect
'

4

of.a task. The, child mAy align blocks more carefully, push together

puzzle pieces that have come apart, or erase and rewrite written work.
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Examples of Fine Tunes (Master14

- The child notices that all. her/his printed numbers are'not evenly
spaced and erases some to correct this.

- The child straightens the gates so they line up eVenly, or adjusts
the animals or hay so that they are not touching,(Animal Stalls).

The child noticest&ahis/her staircase of Cuisenaire rods is not
iperfectly straight and fixes it.

Ask's Mastery Help .

This is recorded when the child asks help from a peer or the teacher
P

to solve a mastery problem. Again, the child must be the initiator of the

request. 4

Example of Asks Mastery Help

- The child asks how a certain mastery tdsk is to be done, or askl
for help in the midst of a task because s/he is having trouble.

1.34
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c, OUTCOME

COMPLETION CATEGORIES

sCompleLs

This is recorded when the child clearly finishes or does all parts of

a task, whether or not the parts are completed successfully. In the

natural setting, if the child has not completed a task by the end Of. an

observation, but has been wkking steadily up to that point, Completes is

entered so it will not appear that the child failed to'.complete the task.

This is recorded whenever the child does not complete all parts of

the task even if the parts done are all correct. In the natural setting,

-

when the end of an observation cuts off the end of a tasi, the child is

given the benefit of the doubt if s/he has been working steadily. If the

child has ofq,n been distracted, the task should be entered as incomplete.

Not Applicable

. Incomplete

This is recorded when for some reason the observer cannot determine

whether or not the child has comibleted the task, either because of the

naturvof the task or the nature of the circumstances.

SUCCESS CATEGORIES

All Perfect

This is entered when there are no errors in the task upon completion.

The child may have made errors whiae doing the task but all have been

corrected.

Nearlj Perfect

This is 'recorded.when tlie child_bas done most of the taSk&orrectly

and has clearly understood it.
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About' Half Right

This refers to any degree of correctness between Nearly Perfect and

Less Than Half Right.

Less Than Half Right

This is recorded when more than hal.f t e parts of the task are

incorrect.

NOTE:. In the Animal Stalls task,. a Completion Success Index is
calculated by dividing the number of blocks, animals, and hay
correctly laced by the total number of blocks, animals, and
hay in the model. The degree of successful completion is
therefore the roportion of items correctly placed, thus:

Completion Success Index = N items placed correctly
Total N items in model

A separate index for the basic blolLstructure alone ma.li also
be calculated.

EVALUATION CATEGORIES

Praised

This is entered with (for Teacher) or PF/PM (for Peer) whenevei

the child is praised for any re son, whether solicited or unsolicited. It

11-;s

usually clear from the INVOLVEMENT entries whether the ch'ild

a

was.
./-

ised for a maste or a social activity. Notes in the CONTEXT section .

-,

can make the reason explicit.

Criticized

explicLt

I.

This is recorded with a T (for Teacher) or PF/PM (for Peer) whenever

h child is criticized by another for any reason, whether solicited4r

unsolicited. 'Again, it is,uSually clear from the INVOLVt4NT entri

whettier the child'was criticized for'a mastery or a social acttvity or

It
not being engaged, and notes in the CONTEXT section can make this

31,
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,

Corrected,

This is entered with a T or PF/PM (as above) whendVer the child is

f corrected for any reason.--The INVOLVEMENT entries should clarify whether

the child was corrected for a mastery.or a sotial activity, and.notes in

the-dONTEXT section can make it explicit-..

Ignored

This is entered when the child's attempts to get a response from the

teacher or peers are ignored. The INVOLVEMENT marks should clarify

whetherthe child was ignored in a social or mastery context, but notes in

the CONTEXT section! can make this explicit.

kf
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November 1981

J

510 WIEST 112TH srmarr
NaW yONK. N. Y. Item!
NONII: (2131 II 53-7200

par Parents '

Your Mead Start center or school has agreed to cooperate with us in a project
that is designed to find ways of measuring bow effective Sead,Start programs are
far children. Wis are writing to ask you to cooperate in the project.

The Administration for Children, Youth and Families (Am') of tts United States
Government funds all Need Start ogzana. For the past several years, ACYF has
held discussions and vortshops as the country with Seed Start parents and
teachers, with filamentary acco teachers and with experts in child development
and education about the ways tt Mead Start is expected to help children. As a
result, new 11144AUXUS are now developed that are relevant and responsive to
Mead Start and the diver tions it serves, and that help give a better
picture of bow Mead Start helps children to be more competent in school and in
their everyday l.Cvss. k

ur organization, Sank Stzt College of Education, is one of four orgahisatAtina
that has a contract with ACYF to develop some of these new measures. We are
developing measures of children's strategieshow children organize what they do
in purposeful ways. These measures will be used with children aged three and four

who are Mead Start smaduates in publics pr
wbo are in Mead Start program, and with 1/1/2.1:sn,fi six and seven years old

; To try cut our measures, we will be obeerving children in Mead Start and primary
school classrooms. ',game children will also be taken out of their classrooms to

. another rooi in the dater or schoolOo do some tasks, for example, building with
blocks or matching objects. It. tasks we are presently =Juddering ars described

0 in the attactledpage.

Pleahe c-Zoililits the lament Consent Form below, detach'it Sad send it-tack to ypur
Seed Start Canter or scbool as soon as Possible. Thank you wry much.

Yaurs sincerely,

Doris B. Wallace, Director '

Applied Strategies Project
Mead-Start Measures Devilopment

MET COMSEWT FoRm

YES. I am willing to help in this project and give consent for sol'liatIa

to be itArviawad,.
(child's name)

NO. :2 do not wish my child

14i

(child's name)
to be intarviewed.

(signature)

(relationship to child)

(data)
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Head Start Measures of Children's Strategies: Overview 610 WEST 112THa'STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y. 10 02 5
RHONE: (212) 6 63-7200

'

The aim of this project is to develop measures of children's strategies,
/

thatis, how

they organizewhat they Can do in purposeful ways. We plan to observe children in

their classroom and also toask some of them to do some tasks in a separate roam for

about 20 toH30 minufes. We will ask two children at a time to come with an inter-

viewer. The activities they will be asked to do will be interesting for them and

will be suitedto the children's age.

We are in the process of developing these tasks, so they may be changed depending on

how the children respond. We will be asking children td do one or 'more of the follow-

ing tasks:

Construction Tasks *IN

The child will be shown a simple model construction and asked to make a copy of

the model. The materials will be small blocks of different shapes and colors

and miniatUre animals.

Pretend Stories

The child will be asked t9 talk about what might happen in a variety of pretend

(make believe) situations that can happen in everyday life in school. Each child

will be shown a picture and asked to tell about it. For example,

"here id a picture.of a boy who is doing some work .in school

and he geti stuck. He doesn't know what-to do next. What
0

could he do?"

NuMber Board

The child is given a number board and a.series.of jars. Each jaecontaind ten

numbered tiles and is labeled. For example, the jar containing tiles l, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 is labeled 1-10. The task requires that the child place

each numbered tile in the correct space on the number board. A model with the

numbers filled.in id also proyoAded. Younger, children will be given a smaller

set of numbers, up to j older children may be given up to 50. The children

can count, or match yàthey do to the model.

Object Match

The child will be asked to match objects in columns or rows from a model. This

task is similar to the number board but uses objects rather.than numbers'. The

child will be shown a display in which objects are arranged in rows or columns,

or both for the older children. The objects will have riagnetic backs. The

board is magnetized so that the objects can be moved but will stay in place on

the board.

11/81rw,
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Naviambrs 1981.

Queridos Padres:

110 W1117112714 STREIT
NEW YORK. N. V 100211

1212) 113.7205

-La mmela o cent= de lead Start /Monde mists su.hijo(m) ha consentido en
cooperar oon nosotras en un &studio gm tido& cam propasito buscar :maxis *la

. maims la eficacia de los programs gm ofrice &sad Start a los nilos. Escra
este carta papa pedir m ayuda y cooperaci& en esta estudio.

Par varies iSos la oficina dal gobiarno federal conocida por al =Mrs de
°Admisimaxation for Children, Youth and Families" (21.C.Y.P.)y encaxda dal manajo
de los fondos de Need Start hatestado organizando nacionalments, talt.rss (workshops)
en donde padres y maestros die.sad Start, saastros ds escuslas pdblicas y Mpertos
ea los camas de educacid6 y dmarrollo de Mins, han estado disc:at-Undo los
proyectados bemeficios de Mead Start. Como consecuancia, se estim dssarrollando
mama sedidas gm no sglo se &Imam y man las sensible& a las rsalidadas de Woad
Start i a mus divers.. poblaciones, aim gm tambien rindan informal& afivadacuada
ea cuanto a ayuda Need Start a gm enlos Macs sus progsams man nasFcompetentm a mewl& y en la wida diaria

Sank Street Collage of Education, as ma de cuatro orqaniziaiones contratadas
por (71.C.1.P.) pars desarrollar parts de estas numas 'Midas. No estamos

lsilli:
:ill's

encargadas del desicrollo de mitodos gm puadan captar y medic las tegias o sea
la mamma en gm mganizan los niSos ms actiwidades para el to de algun ,

!stars sedidas serin utilizadas en Woad Start con milks 3 y 4 /los de
Mad ; con niffoarde cinco, seis y sista ales de Mad gm han asistido a &sad start
y *Man presentment& en mcuelas pdblicaf.

Para pOder copplatar el desarrollo de estas maiidas nacesitamos podor probanias.
.

Esto regulars al uso de obserwaciames de niSos en clams de load Start asr coma
tamblA6 en escuelaspd61 4cas. SA hari necesario gm algunos silos nos mama=
fume del man de climes pero dent= del sismo control o de la alma escusla, a un

.. imar.sas callado o para no solastar a lios dmis niSos en el sal& de clase, donde
les darems tarsal comp par Omplo, aonstruir con blogues o =alpacas objetos. Las
tareas gm estamos considerando man descritas en la Alin& adtunta.

Por favor complete al formulario gm vassal' debajo lo am pronto posible, dando
mu pslm para.gua so hijo o hija pasticim en este estudio.

14 agradecemos such.esim su cooperaci& 1

Ateatamente,

Doris,W. Wallace, Directora
Projecto de &Midas de Estratmias
&Midas de Desarrollo Sead start

PORKTIARIO DE PERMS()

1--1 Yo guiaro cooperar con oats proyecto y day mi permiso para qua si hijo(a)

Nombre dal nilo(a)
sea entrevistado(a).

. ,NO guiero gue mi hijo(a) ma entrevistado(a).
Nombre del nigo(a)

1 4

Firma del pads. o persona encargada.

Parantenco con niNo(a)

rich&

t



Reiumen'de Medidas
110 WEST 11271I STRUT
NEW YOA K. N. V. 10 025
PHONE: (2124 1 53-72 0 0

EX propSsito dp4este proyecto es el desarrallo"ap medidas gue puedan captar las
estrategias o sea la manara an gum organizan los niEbs sus actividadas para el
cuMplimiento de algdn fin. Estaremos observando ninos en sus clases y tambiin
obsarvaramos unos cuantos niftos por unos 20 a 3i5 minutos fuara dal sal& de clase
pero dant= del misio cent= o de la misma escuela, Amide les daremos tarsal gue
hapax. Los nigos ancontrarin estaatareas agradabla0 intaresantes y istas sarin

,

adacuada
,

s para su *dad.

Como ostamos todavia ezperimentando tratando de docidir cuales tareas usaramos, estas
puedin cambiar dependiendo'de Las reaccionos de los ni4Os. ,

.

A contin1taci6n describimos las tareas qua ser4n ensayadas. S. pediair a cida niio

qua haga una o'mis de stas tareas:

Tareas' de ConstrucciOn

P

Se le mostrarit al :Ulla tut modulo sencillo y se le rdizi gue constzuya una copia de

este modelo. Los matariales qua us Usaran son pegueads blogues en diferentas formas

y colores.

Situaciones Pingidas

S. le diri al niEo gue hadslle acerca de lo qua podril Suceder en una vaziedad da

situaciones fingidas pero qua podriAn sucedar. S. le mostrara al niffip InIta fotografil

y se le pediri gue reaponda a la situacial. Por ejamplo, "esta es una fotografia
de un nino qua esti baciandojun trabajo o una taraa en la escuela y no pueda amangar
por gba ancuentra clue no puoda resolver un prObramague se le presenta. El niEo no

Mb* gue hacen. Qua podria hacar el nifio?"

Pizarra de Ntimaros

S. le darl al nifio una p a y und sari* de frascoe:,Cada frasco tiane uryt etiguita

con los ndleros contanidjf en sse frasco. Cada frasco'pontiene 10 piezas y sdbre

cada plaza hay marcado ndlero. Por ejamplo. El frasco gue contiene las 'plazas

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 titans en frante una etiguata inscriti 1-10 y dantro
de este frasco cada.pieza Ulm& ina nsro escrito de la 10. La tarea sari gue el

nifio cologue cada pieza sobre el eppacip de la 'pizarra 9ue ie corresponda. S. le

dart al nido un models"para gue lo use como guil. A lOt nigos menores se.les pedira

qua llenen los espacios sdbre la pizarra hasta 20; a lps mayores se les pediri guit

lleguan hasta 50. 'Los naos podrin ya sea contar o.guiarse dal modelo.

Comparaciclin de Objetos

Se le pedird al nifio gue busgba los pares de los objetal gue aparecen en las filas o

columnas de un models gui.seri suainistrado. Esta taria es tomilAve a la pizarra de

ndmsros excevto que ista usa objetos en,vez da ndmiros» Sa mostrari al raft un modals

en el cual los Objetos satin acomodados en filas 6 an OolumWas. Para los nirlos majoras
los objstos estarin acomodados an filas y an columnas.;los objetos tandrin magnitiPos'

al revis, La pizarra earl mignetizada para gua los dbietos puedau ser movidos dp un

lugar a atro y al mismp tiempo puadan peznanecer pégaaps sabre la pizarra.
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. Sauk -Street College-of'Education
Read Start Measures Development'Project

<;)

NAME OF CENTER:

ADDRESS:

HEAD START CENTER INFORMATION SHEET

TEL. NO:' ( )

DIRECTOR:

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR:

EDUCATIONAL COORDINATOR:

#4 4 "

. .

AGE OF
CHILDpEN

CENTER HOME BgSED
NO.

CLASSS
NO.

CHILDREN
NO.

OgI.DREN

3 .f

4
,, o fO.

.

5 ,

Information givan by:

Sc

\te:



HEAD START CLASg'LIST
,4 o

NAME' OF H.S. CENTER

TEACHER

ASSISTANT*OR COTEACHER

AIDE

t
AGE OF CHILDREN

AM

PM

CHILD'S NAME
SEX
M/F

D 0-B
D/M/Y

ETHNICITY
B C-A H

LANG ENTRY
DOM DATE

OTHER
PRE
SCHOOL

OTHER 'A./

I.

eat.

irey D 0 B = date"of birth (day/month/year)
ETHNICITY = B=Black H=Hispanic (please indicate area of origin if known

C=Chinese e.g., C=Caribbean, PR=Puerto Rican,

,AsAnglo sA=schth American)

LANG DOM =langUaga dominance (language child prefers)
ENTRY DATE = into this center (month/year)
OTHER PRESCHOOL EXPERIENCE = if known (yes, no, don't know)./
OTHER = please indicate any sTere handicapping conditions or other unusual n_

circumstances. )
Information given by
For Bank Street College,

Head Start Measurii'DeVelopment.Project 146
Date



. Bank Street College of 'Education-
Head Start Measurei DevelopMent Project

NAME OF SCHOOL

ADDRESS

PRIMARY SCHOOL INFORMATION SHEET

TEL. NO. ( )

PRINCIPAL

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

,

Grades # Classes

-

# Children. AM PM Classroom Teacher

Kindqrgarten 1
...... N

2,

3 .

e
4

. .

.

First
,

1
.

l'-

3
.

4
.

Second 1 A

2 ,

3

4

Information given-by

11/81, 147

Date
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NAME OF SCHOOL

TEACHER

ASSISTANT OR CO-TEACHER

OTHER TEACHINGSTAFF

r,

PRIMARY SCHOOeCLASS LIST

2

GRADE

CLASS #

AM

PM

, ,SEX'D

CHILD'S NAME .. 1M/F

1 ,

0 BAMNICITY
1

D/M/Y B CIA H

LANG
DOM

ENTR
DATE

HS EXP
/N/Dk OTHER

,

.

f

) i

,

0-

.
1

.

I

t

I

I .

I

\

.

we
0

.

1 \
.

..

1

. .

_

I

I
c

,....._..........

Key Q. b B = date of birth (day/month/year)
ETHNICITY = B=Black H=Hispanic (please indicate area of Origin if known

C=Chinese e.g., C=Caribbean, PR=Puerto Rican,
AmAnglo SA=South American)

LANG DOM = language dominance (language child prefers)
ENTRY DATE = into this school (month/year)
H.S.Exp=was child in Head Start before -entering primary school? (yes, nb, don't know)

OTHER = please indicate any severe handicapping conditions or other unusual
circumstances.

Information given by
For Bank Street College

Head Start Measures Development Project
148

Date
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sTeacher Rating Form
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400,-.fit a.

1/

Sáhool Child

Data teacher

interviewer Class

Teacher Rating Form

We want to ask you a few questions about'tho children we have been seeing.

First of all, are the dhildren in this class/center used to having visitors?

seldom have visitorsvery often' (weekly) J:ncasionally (1/Month)

I'd like to ask some questions about . Is he/she a child who:

,

...

gets along well with other 'children? '--Tliry well 'average not too Well

2. 'enjoys schooli very much 'average not.much

3. likes to try new things/activitiee? ___yes ---sometime; not at all

(what preferred/not preferred

.

)

\c.

4. is generally dtiverative with other dhildr5T? ---sometimes not

5. is generally cooperative with you, the teacher? __yes sdmetimes not ve

6. is a leader in-the child group? __yes someimes hardly ever

7. keeps at something or is likely to give up if he/she is havigg difficulty?

mixed gives up

8. can shift gears when circumstances change (e.g., is flexible, takes another
. 4

'approach to a problem)? mostly yes. sometimes mostl no,

9. is likely to plan and think ahead, or acts more on the spur of the moment?

___plan'ahead 'spur of the moment

,10. is likely to finish what she/he starts?

11. ,is easily'distract ___yes nci

c.

mostly yes ,sometimes mostly no

12) in general, would you say that (this child) feels pretty good about her/himself?

\ __yes mixect no, poor self-image

13. N1(,,/, would you judge this child's general competence?

a) in school-related task's high average low for his/her age

b) in sociai interaction av erae low for his/hz age

5 u

A


